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Summary 

Recently positron-emtsswn profiling is introduced in catalyst research. With this technique the 
distribution of the reactants over the catalyst is in-situ measured as a function of time and position. 
Positron-emission profiling is based on the annihilation of positrons in matter. The reactants are 
labelled with positron-emitting isotopes, what leaves the chemistry undisturbed. By detecting the 
annihilation radiation of the positrons the origin of the positron emission can be reconstructed. 

At the department of physics of Eindhoven University of Technology a positron-emission profiling 
(PEP) detector has been designed and built specifically for catalyst research. In this work the 
performance of the detector has been studied. The topics were the position resolution and sensitivity 
of the detector, the scattering of annihilation photons in the catalyst reactor and the linearity of the 
count rate of the detector with the activity in the catalyst. Bath experiments and simulations have been 
carried out. 

In Chapter 1 a general introduetion to positron-emission profiling is given with a treatment of the most 
important physical aspects. In Chapter 2 an overview of the setup of the PEP detector and the 
simulation software Electron Gamma Shower (EGS) is given. , 

In Chapter 3 the measured timing properties of the individual detection elements are discussed. The 
results are used in Chapter 4 and 5 where the overall performance of the PEP detector is investigated. 

In Chapter 4 the position resolution, sensitivity and influence of scattering on the performance of the 
PEP detector are discussed. 

The position resolution for the reconstruction of the origin of the positron-emission is determined by 
the dimensions of the detection elements of the detector and the range of the positron on the catalyst 
bed. If the positron range is negligibly small, the position resolution was found to be 2.8±0.1 mm. In 
chemica! experiments the range of the positron can not be neglected and the position resolution 
degrades. For 11C positrons on a catalyst in a reactor the position resolution was found to be 4.04±0.05 
mm. 

The sensitivity of the PEP detector is determined by the distance of the detector to the catalyst and 
the geometry of the reactor. The sensitivity is (9.4±0.2) cps/kBq for a setup without reactor and a 
negligibly small positron range. For 11C positrons on a catalyst in a reactor the sensitivity decreases 
to (4.6±0.1) cps/kBq. 

Reconstructions with scattered photons introduce inaccuracies in the interpretations of the measured 
activity distribution and therefore should be supressed as much as possible. The contribution of 
scattered annihilation photons is twofold. The annihilation photons can scatter in the reactor system 
or in the detector itself. The height of the contribution of scattered annihilation photons strongly 
depends on the experimental setup. For a line souree of 50 mm in a reactor the ratio between the 
number of reconstructions with scattered photons an the total number of reconstructions can be as high 
as 0.35, what makes an accurate calibration of a measured activity profile difficult. 

Chapter 5 discusses the performance of the PEP detector at high count rates. At high count rates 
reconstructions with annihilation photons from two different positron ernissions also introduce 
inaccuracies in the interpretations of the activity distribution. The contri bution of these reconstructions 
to the total number of reconstructions strongly depends on the activity and geometry of the source. 
For a line souree of 60 mm in a reactor the contribution of these reconstructions to the total number 



of reconstructions can be as high as 10-30%. This poses a limit on the maximum activity during an 
experiment. 

Finally in Chapter 6 the conclusions are summarized. The general condusion is that the PEP detector 
can be used in catalyst research and its performance can be wel! understood. The PEP detector has a 
significantly better position resolution and sensitivity than existing systems. A measure for the 
impravement of the performance of the PEP detector at high count rates are suggested. 
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1. Introduetion to positron-emission profiling 

In 1991 a project at Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) has been started to investigate 
catalytic reactions by making use of positron-emitting radioisotopes. Catalytic reactions are generally 
studied by analysing the outlet of a catalyst reactor as a function of the reaction parameters. In this 
kind of research the catalyst operates like a black box. No information is obtained about the 
distribution over the surface of the catalyst of the various species involved in the reaction. This 
information can only be provided by an in-situ technique. 

Vonkeman et.al. [VON91] used the well-known medical-imaging technique PET (Positron Emission 
Tomography) to measure reactant residence times on exhaust catalysts for the first time. The PET 
camera of the State University of Gent, Belgium was used. PET is based on the annihilation of 
positrons emitted by a radionuclide in the reacting molecule. The radionuclide replaces a stabie atom 
with the same atomie number and leaves the chemistry in the reactions undisturbed. The result of the 
annihilation is two photons travelling in opposite directions. By detecting bath photons the origin of 
the annihilation can be tracked down. A PET camera generally consists of several detection elements 
placed along a ring. By turning the ring or by horizontal displacement of the ring a three dimensional 
image of a positron-emitting souree can be accomplished. The PET camera, which was used by 
Vonkeman, has an octagonal ring with eight banksof each eleven Bismuth Germanate Oxide (BGO) 
detection elements. BGO is a scintillation material with a high efficiency and is therefore preferred 
as detection material in PET cameras. In medical studies the patient is horizontally placed in the . 
detector ring. By inserting a sufficient amount of positron emitters to the patients blood an image of 
the bloodcirculation in, for instance, the brain can be made. 

For catalyst studies a one dimensional image satisfies and only two opposite banks are sufficient. In 
this way it is possible to measure the activity of positron emitters as a function of time and position 
along the catalyst. Because the chemica! nature of the reaction products can not be distinghuished by 
the nuclear radiation, reaction modeHing is neerled for a complete understanding of the reaction. 

The successful experiments of Vonkeman et. al. using the PET camera, originally designed for medical 
purposes, initiated the development of the PET technique for catalyst research at EUT in a cooperation 
between the departments of Physics and Chemistry. A positron-emission profiling (PEP) detector 
specifically designed for catalyst research has been built. The 30 Me V A VF cyclotron of the 
department of Physics is used for the production of short-lived (2-20 min.) positron emitters. The 
chemistry required to synthesize the labelled chemica! compounds is carried out in close collaboration 
with the department of Chemistry. The labelling is performed in the same building with the cyclotron. 

At first, the following two catalytic reactions will be studied: isomerisation of n-hexane and the 
oxidation of carbon monoxide/reduetion of nitrogen mor oxide. The latter is a research project carried 
out in cooperation with Delft University of Technology. 

The isomerisation of n-hexane is an important process for the oil in dustry. During the conversion 
process of crude oil to petrol many linear alkanes are formed. By using a catalyst linear alkanes can 
be transformed into isomeres in order to increase the octane number. As catalyst platina, rhodium or 
palladium on zeolites are widely used. 

The research on the oxidation of carbon monoxide and the reduction of nitrogen monoxide is in fact 
a continuation of the research of Vonkeman on exhaust automotive catalysis. In the catalyst in the 
exhaust of cars carbon - and nitrogen monoxide are converted into carbon dioxide and nitrogen: 
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1. Introduetion to positron-emission profiling 

(1.1) 

For studies with positron-emission profiling the reactants are labelled with 11C or 13N. These are 
produced with the cyclotron by using a proton beam and a nitrogen or water target: 

14N+p~11C+a 

160 + p ~ 13N + a 

(1.2) 

11C is chemically reacting to C02 in the gastarget which is then reduced to 11CO using a mild reduction 
with Zn: 

(1.3) 

13N is produced in a watèr target where it is found as nitrides. Subsequently the nitrides are reduced 
with Cu to 13NO. 

The present report presents the detailed performance tests of the PEP detector covering: the timing 
properties of the detection elements, position resolution, sensitivity and linearity of the count rate with 
the activity of a source. Both experiments and computer simulations have been carried out to study 
the performance. The results are presented in chapter 3, 4 and 5. In chapter 6 the conclusions are 
summarized and recommendations are given. In chapter 2 an overview of the setup of the PEP detector 
and explanation about the simulation software Electron Gamma Shower is given. The remainder of 
this chapter deals with the theory conceming this work: positron emission and interaction with matter 
(section 1.1), interaction of annihilation photons with matter (section 1.2) and the positron-emission 
profiling principles (section 1.3). 
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1. Introduetion to positron-emission profiling 

1.1 Positron emission and annihilation 

In positron emission (j3+ decay) the nucleus changes. In the decay of 11C the following transition 
occurs: 

(1.4) 

where e+ and v represent the positron and a neutrino respectively, which are emitted. The kinetic 
energy Tof the positron is in a range between zero and a maximum energy, specific for each positron 
emitting species. In Table 1.1 some positron emitters are given with the maximum kinetic energy of 
the emitted positrons and the half life of decay tij,· The mean kinetic energy of the positrons is 
approximately 0.4Tmax-

Table 1.1: Same positron emitters with the maximum kinetic energy of the emitted positrons and the 
half life of decay ( * 22Na emits two positrons: the ratio between the number of0.5 Me V positrons and 
the number of 1.8 MeV positrons equals 1800). 

nucleus Tmax (MeV) tljz 

llc 1.0 20.3 min 
22Na 0.5/1.8* 2.6 y 
t3N 1.2 10.0 min 
150 1.7 2.0 min 

The energetic positrons will be stopped in matter. Positrons lose energy due to collisions with electrans 
in the material and to bremsstrahlung which is generally emitted by a charged partiele that is slowed 
down. For energies below 1 Me V the radiative loss can be neglected. The maximum distance positrons 
can penetrate in matter is called the range R. Figure 1.1 shows the range (in g/cm2 !) as function of the 
kinetic energy of the positron. 

Positrons are the antimatter of electrans and a positron will annihilate with an electron within a very 
short time after they are stopped. Dirac [DIR30] derived the mean life time 't of positrons in matter: 

where r 0 

c 

I 
't =--

2 
1tr0 en, 

classica} electron radius (2.818 fm) 
velocity of light (2.998·108 m/s) 
electron density in the matter [m-3

] 

(1.5) 

For positrons stopped in zeolites and aluminium the mean lifetimes are 1.5xl0-9 s and 1.8x10-10 s 
respectively. The result of the annihilation are two 511 ke V photons travelling in opposite directions. 
The production of the two 511 ke V photons can be derived from the conservation of relativistic energy 
and the conservation of momentum. In the centre-of-mass frame the total momenturn befare 
annihilation equals zero and therefore the total momenturn after annihilation should also be zero: 
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0.1 10 

T(MeV) 

Figure 1.1: Range of positrons and electrons, expressed in lengthxdensity, as function of their initia/ 
kinetic energy. The range is approximately independent of the mate rial. Data are from [ KRA88] and 
[KN089]. 

where vr 
ve 
mP 
me 
Pphoton 

Ephoton 

v = - v 1\ m = m = 510,99 MeV/e 2 
p f' fl f! 

==> P-h r A = - P-h r B ==> Eh r A = Eph'''''" B = 510,99 Me V po= po= poR 

velocity of the positron [m/s] 
velocity of the electron [m/s] 
mass of the positron [MeV/c2

] 

mass of the electron [MeV/c2
] 

momenturn of the photons [kg·m/s] 
energy of the photons [Me V] 

(1.6) 

The total momenturn of the electron and positron relative to the laboratory frame will be close to zero 
but not quite zero. De Benedetti et al. [BEN50] determined the mean momenturn of the center of mass 
of the annihilating pair. From a theoretica! discussion for valenee electrans in metals a lower limit of 
O.Smec/137 was obtained. From experimental data with positron annihilation in gold a value of 
1.2mec/137 was found. A fair estimate of the mean momenturn of the center of mass of the 
annihilation pair equals mec/137. By separating the momenturn vector in a transversal and longitudinal 
component with respect to the direction of the annihilation photons, as shown in Figure 1.2, two 
effects can be distinguished. The transversal component r; causes a deviation from the 180° angle 
between the two emitted photons and due to the Doppier effect the longitudinal component ~ 
introduces an energy shift to the 511 keV pboton energy. For non-relativistic electrans the deviation 
<1> and the energy shift !ill are given by [HAK93]: 

epi 
!lE = -· 2 

<1>=2 (1.7) 
me 

e 

where me and care the mass of the electron and velocity of light respectively. The maximum energy 
shift equals 1.9 keV and is opposite in sign for the two photons. The maximum angular deviation 
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equals 7.3 mrad. 
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p ··· .. 

.'":""--- ---- y 
<I>------· 

Figure 1.2: Annihilation of a positron and an electron in the Labaratory frame (from [HAK93]). The 
momenturn vector is separated in a transversal and longitudinal component. 

The previous discussion only applies for completely stopped positrons, which are in thermal 
equilibrium with the valenee electroos of the metal. However in-flight annihilation is also possible. 
Because the stopping tiJlle of the positrons is much smaller than their life time, the fraction of in-flight 
annihilated positrons is small, approximately 2 percent [HEI54]. 

Positrons emitted by 11C'have a maximum kinetic energy of 1.0 MeV. With Figure 1.1 the range of 
a 1.0 Me V positron can be found: R= 0.53 g/cm2

• So in zeolite (silicate, p= 0.30 g/cm3
) the maximum 

distance a 1.0 Me V positron can travel from the origin of emission is 1.8 cm. Due to the distri bution 
of kinetic energy of 11 C-positrons the distribution of distance travelled by 11C-positrons in zeolite is 
much smaller than 1.8 cm. Figure 1.3 shows the distribution of di stance travelled by 11C-positrons in 
zeolite. 4.0 mm from the origin of emission half of the positrons is stopped and annihilated. 

2500 

2000 

V> 1500 
E 
::1 
0 u 

1000 

500 

0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Distance (mm) 

Figure 1.3: Distribution of distance travelled by 11 C-positrons in zeolite ( silicate ), calculated with EGS 
{MAN95]. 

The PEP detector has been designed to measure activity profiles in one dimeosion and 'sees' the 
activity distribution in the cata1yst as a projection of the three dimensiona1 profile. The projection of 
Figure 1.3 is shown in Figure 1.4. The width of the distribution in Figure 1.4 gives the intrinsic 
inaccuracy in the reconstruction of the origin of emission and sets a lower limit of the position 
resolution for positron-emission profiling in catalysts. Figure 1.4 shows that the limit of the position 
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6000 
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2000 
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Figure 1.4: Distribution of distance travelled by 11C-positrons in one dimension, calculated with EGS 
[MAN95]. 

• 
I 

resolution is in the order of mm. 

Besides the annihilation with two photons also annihilations with one or three photons may occur. In 
the first case energy is transferred to a recoiling nucleus to obey momenturn conservation. Palathingal 
et al. [PAL91] have carried out an experimental study on this so called single quanturn annihilation 
(SQA) of positrons. They used a 1.0 Me V positron beam with a thin lead target (3.115 J.lm) and found 
a cross section of 378±32 mbam for SQA annihilation with an electron in the K-shell. The cross 
section for the L- and M-shell were found to be considerably lower. The cross section for SQA 
decreases with decreasing energy and is proportional to Z 5 [HEI54]. In positron-emission profiling of 
catalysts 11C-positrons annihilate in catalyst support with a lower Z (Si:Z= 14 and O:Z=8) than lead 
(Z=82). For positrons with the maximum emitted kinetic energy of 1.0 Me V the cross sec ti on is of the 
order of 1 0'4 bam. 

In lead the cross sec ti on for two-photon annihilation ( cr2y) of 1.0 Me V positrons is approximately 6.5 
times larger than the total cross section for SQA at 1.0 Me V. 0'2y is proportional to Z. So in low Z
material (Z<15) 0'2y of 1.0 Me V positrons is in the order of w-t bam. cr2y increases rapidly for lower 
energies. For non-relativistic free positrons 0'2y per electron as a function of the velocity of the positron 
vP (in m/s) is given by: 

where r 0 

c 

VI' 

2 
1t r0 c 

cr2 = ---
Y V 

p 

classica! electron radius (2.818 fm) 
velocity of light (2.998·108 m/s) 
velocity of positron [m/s] 

(1.8) 

In positron-emission profiling experiments the minimum ratio of cr2y to the cross section for SQA 
occurs for 1.0 Me V positrons and is in the order of 103

. For lower energy the ratio rapidly increases. 
Since only 2% of the positrons annihilate in-flight, SQA can be neglected in positron-emission 
profiling in catalysts. 
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The probability of the three photon annihilation is also much smaller with respect to the two photon 
process. The ratio between the cross section for three and two photon annihilation is in the order of 
the fine-stmeture constant, about 0.007 [MIL92]. 

Briefly summarized: in positron-emission profiling 97% of the emitted 11C-positrons become 
therrnalized in the catalyst support and annihilate to two 511 ±2 ke V photons. The ang1e between the 
two photons equals 180.0±0.4 °. 2% of the 11C-positrons annihilate in-flight to two photons. 1% of the 
11C-positrons annihilates to three photons. The intrinsic position resolution of positron-emission 
profiling is limited by the range of 11C-positrons in the catalyst support and is in the order of mm. 

1.2 Interaction of annihilation photons with matter 

The annihilation photons which escape from the catalyst reactor are detected in the PEP technique. In 
this section the interactions of the photons with bath the catalyst reactor and the seintillating detection 
material in the PEP detector are discussed. 

, 
For 511 ke V photons two interactions are dominant: a) photoelectric absorption and b) Campton 
scattering. 

ad a: In the case of photoelectric absorption an electron absorbs the full energy of the photon and 
escapes from the nucleus which it was bound to. The energy of the electron equals the photon energy 
minus the electron binding energy. The latter is in the order of keV. The energetic electron will be 
stopped in matter as discussed for positrons. The cross section per electron for photoelectric absorption 
al'" increases for lower energies and higher atomie numbers: 

zm 
(J oe-

pa E3 
y 

(1.9) 

The exact value of m depends on the atomie number: for low Z m=3.8 and increases to m=3 for high 
z. 

ad b: In Campton scattering the energy of the photon is only partially transferred to the electron. The 
photon changes dirèction and travels on with a smaller energy. For a quasi free electron, the energy 
of the scattered photon is given by: 

E 
I +_r_( l -cos8) 

m c 2 

(1.10) 

e 

where e and mec2 are the scattering angle of the photon and the electron rest mass. The energy of the 
recoiling electron Eet is given by: 

E =E -E' 
el y y 

(1.11) 

For annihilation photons the distribution of energy of the recoiling electron is plotted in Figure 1.5. 
The curve is called the Campton continuum. 
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Figure 1.5: Shape of the Compton continuurn for 511 ke V photons. 

The total probability for 1photon interaction is the sum of the probabilities for photoelectric absorption 
and Compton scattering~ The total probability for pboton interaction per unit length is called the linear 
attenuation coefficient Jl~ Figure 1.6 shows the linear attenuation coefficient J1 as a function of the 
pboton energy for aluminium and the detection material BGO. The contributions of Compton scattering 
and photoelectric absorption to the total linear attenuation coefficient are shown. 
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Figure 1.6: The linear attenuation coefficient as function of photon energy forA) aluminium and B) 
BGO (from [HAR92]). Note the scale in B is ten times the scale in A. 

The intensity of a pboton beam is reduced to its half by a thickness of material denoted as d,1,: 
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I. Introduetion to positron-emission profiling 

In 2 

'"' 

(1.12) 

For 511 keV photons in aluminium and in BGO d'l, equals 3.0 cm and 0.87 cm respectively. For lead 
d'l, equals 0.35 cm. Because of its low half thickness lead is often used as shielding material for y 
radiation. 

The detection of the 511 ke V annihilation photons is achieved through the u se of scintillators in the 
detection elements. The high energy electroos released by Compton scattering and photoelectric 
absorption excite other electrons. In the deexcitation scintillation photons are emitted, which can be 
detected with a photomultiplier. For a high efficiency of the PEP detector the probability for 
photoelectric absorption in the detection element is required to be high. Therefore a material with a 
high Z value is preferred. For the present setup for positron-emission profiling Bismuth Germanate 
Oxide (BGO, Z=83, 32 and 8) has been selected, Figure 1.7 shows a part of the energy spectrum of 
22Na measured with a BGO detection element of the PEP detector. 
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Figure 1.7: Part ofthe energy spectrum of 22Na measured with a BGO detection element ofthe PEP 
detector. 

The full width at half maximum of the photopeak with respect to the peak position in the energy 
spectrum (till/E) is defined as the energy resolution. For the BGO detection elements of the PEP 
detector the energy resolution is 27% [MEI94]. The main consequence of the poor energy resolution 
is a partial overlap of the Compton continuurn and the photopeak. 

1.3 Positron-emission profiling principles 

From the detected annihilation photons the position of the positron emission is reconstructed. In this 
section the reconstruction technique is discussed. 

The reconstruction of the positron emission by means of the detection of the annihilation photons is 
based on the coincidence technique. If two detection elements are placed at opposite sides of the 
source, as shown in Figure 1.8, 511 ke V photons, emitted within a smalt solid angle ~n. are detected. 
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positron emitting 
souree 
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Figure 1.8: A setup for coincidence measurements with annihilation radiation. 

Two 511 ke V photons from the same annihilation will be detected with a fini te time difference. The 
time resolution 't is an indication how far two detection signals may be separated in time for them to 
be recognized as coming from the samepositron emission. Generally, two signals are considered to 
be coïncident if they arrive within two times the time resolution [VOI95], 2't also denoted as the 
coincidence time window. The rate of true coincidences RT is given by: 

where E 

d 
A 

f 
L1Q 

cfetection efficiency 
distance between the detection elements 
activity of the positron-ernitting souree 
correction factor for the geometrie solid angle 
solid angle covered by each of the detectors 

(1.13) 

In deriving Equation 1.13 we have considered the specific case that a pboton detected in detector 1 
must have as a counterpart a second photon hitting detector 2. Thus R,=R,E( d), where R, is the single 
count rate in one detection element. Note that this relation only holds if the setup in Figure 1.8 is point 
symmetrie. The correction factor f( d) is inserted to correct for the mean path length À that the pboton 
travels in the crystal before it is absorped. In fact, the solid angle should be calculated for the surface 
of the crystal at distance d/2+À: 

(1.14) 

The detection efficiency and correction factor are a function of the distance of the BGO crystal to the 
source, since the average path length the photons can travel through the crystal increases for larger d, 
what increases the probability for interaction of the pboton in the crystal. The effect is visualised in 
Figure 1.9. 
Due to the finite time resolution the measured coincidences will partially come from two different 
positron annihilations. These are called random coincidences to distinguish them from the true 
coincidences in Equation 1.13. The random ra te is gi ven by: 

where 2't 
R,,; 

coincidence time window 
single countrate in each detector (i=1,2) 
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Figure 1.9: lllustration of the dif.ference in the average path length the photon can travel through the 
crystalo 

This equation can be applied to every geometrical situationo In the point symmetrie case the single 
count rates should be equal. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the true over random coincidence count 
rates can be derived in termsof efficiency, coincidence time window and true coincidence countrate: 

R = c2(d) SNR = ~ ._ (1.16) 
RRandom 2'tRT 

Clearly for a good SNR a high efficiency and small coincidence time window are desiredo A decrease 
of the true count rate is of limited meaning, since a sufficient count rate is requiredo The coincidence 
time window adjusted to the time resolutiono Because time resolution and efficiency are general 
characteristics of the material and size of the detector, the SNR is determined by the choice of 
detection material and geometry 0 

When the field of view (FOV) of the detectors do not entirely cover the size of the source, a volume 
factor needs to be inserted in Equations 1.160 This is for instanee the casefora line source, as depicted 
in Figure 1.100 

positron emitting line souree 

B 

DJ:::::::::::::::: ---·:·::::::::::::::·:·::::::::.::::::::::::::::w 
A 

Figure 1.10: Coincidence measurement with a line sourceo 

The sensitivity of the detection system for random coincidences is about the same along the line souree 
since R,,A""R,, 8 0 However true coincidences from point B can not be measuredo So annihilations in point 
B will only contribute to the random coincidence countrateo The SNR in Equation 1.16 changes: 

(1.17) 

where êlk is defined as: 
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k (1.18) -
E 

Note that k equals 1 for a pointsouree in the center of the two detectors. 

Reconstruction 

The reconstruction of an extended positron-emitting souree can be achieved by using opposite banks 
where each bank consists of several detection elements. Every detection element in a bank forms a 
coincidence pair with each of the opposite detection elements. So totally there are N2 pairs which can 
detect positron annihilations. In the PEP-detector there are two banks of each ten detection elements 
(see Pi gure 1.11 ). 

bank 1 

bank2 

Figure 1.11: Annihilation detection in the PEP-detector. The meaning of the drawn and dotted lines 
is explained in the text. 

The hundred coincidence pairs are distributed over 19 measuring sections. The center of each section 
is formed by the intersectien of an imaginary line between the two elements of a pair (dotted lines in 
Pi gure 1.1 0) and the central axis. From the number of detected positron annihilations in each 
measuring section the activity profile along the catalyst tube can be reconstructed. The position 
resolution of the reconstruction of positron annihilations is set by the width of the detection elements. 

In the reconstruction of the origin of positron annihilations several problems occur. Due to scattering 
of one of the two ( or both) annihilation photons in the catalyst reactor an incorrect reconstruction is 
made (drawn line nr.l). Another possibility is that an annihilation pboton is scattered in a detection 
element, generating signals in two elements (drawn line nr.2). Consequently a reconstruction is 
impossible in that case. Drawn line nr.3 shows a positron annihilation which is correctly reconstructed. 
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2. The setup of the PEP detector and the simulation software 
EGS 

In the first section of this chapter the design and the layout of the PEP detector will be discussed. In 
the second section the simulation software Electon Gamma Shower used to test the performance of 
the PEP detector will be dealt with. 

2.1 The PEP detector 

In this section an overview of the individual detection elements, signal processing and data acquistion 
sytem of the PEP detector is given. 

2.1.1 The detection elements and signa) processing 

Each detection element is composed of a BGO crystal and a photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R2937). The 
BGO crystal measures 5,1x20x100 mm3

• The smallest dimension is along the direction of the catalyst 
tube. The height and lengthof the crystal are 20 mm and 100 mm respectively. The BGO crystals are 
covered with a reflector to enhance light collection and wrapped in black tape to exclude light from 
the surroundings. The catbode of the photomultiplier is connected to the smallest side of the crystal. 
Same grease is smeared between the glass of the cathode and the crystal to achieve a good optical 
contact and to establish efficient light collection of the photomultiplier by avoiding the reflection of 
light on a thin air layer. The DC voltage over the photomultiplier is generated by a high voltage power 
supply (EG&G Ortec Model 556). The high voltage can be varled for each individual detection 
element from -850 V to -1200 V. The negative voltage is on the photocathode of the photomultiplier. 

The detection elements are placed in two banks. The position of the elements in one bank is arbitrary 
and the banks can be moved in vertical direction (Figure 2.1 ). 

72-500 mm 

1.4-50 mm 

Figure 2.1: The flexibility in the geometry of the PEP detector. 

The flexibility in the geometry of the PEP detector provides the possibility to make an optimum setup 
for each application. For catalyst research the width of the PEP detector is preferred as small as 
possible. The minimum width is set by the width of the ten detection elements and is approximately 
63.6 mm. Figure 2.2 shows a picture of the PEP detector in this setup. In the middle the BGO crystals 
can be seen. The black cables are the output of the photomultipliers. The output of the photomultipliers 
is processed via the simplified scheme in Figure 2.3, where the signal processing of two opposite 
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-

Figure 2.2: Picture of the PEP detector(© TUE Stafgroep Reproduktie en Fotografie). 

detection 
element in 
upper bank 

positron 
emitting 
region 

detection 
element in 
lower bank 

PA 

PA 
energy 
circuit 

AMP/SCA f--__, 

Phydas 
(bitbox) 

AMP/SCA 1-------' 

Figure 2.3: Scheme ofthe signa/ processing for two detection elements. PA: preampli.fier; AMPISCA: 
ampli.fier/single-channel-analyzer; Disc: level discriminator. The dotted lines represent the connections 
of other detection elements. 
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detection elements is shown. In the timing circuit the coincidence is detected. In the energy circuit the 
detection elements of the coincidence are identified. 

First the photomultiplier signal of each detection element is shaped by preamplifiers. In the 
preamplifiers two different signals are generated simultaneously, a timing and an energy pulse. The 
timing pulse will finally serve as the trigger signal for a coïncident detection. The energy signal is 
proportional to the total energy absorbed in the crystal. 

Timing circuit 

The timing pulse from the preamplifier should have a low time jitter to obtain a good signal to noise 
ratio (Equation 1.16). The photomultiplier (PM) signalis amplified and filtered (shaping time= 155 
ns). The timing jitter could be reduced by making use of saturation in the amplifier [MEI94]. In this 
situation the negative slope in the signal was independent of the pulse height and detection element. 
Since the energy resolution of the energy signal is not affected by the variation of the PM voltage (see 
Figure 2.4 ), the PM voltage may be varied to achieve saturation in the preamplifier. Figure 2.4 shows 
the height of the timing pulse as a function of the PM voltage. 
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Figure 2.4: Putse height of the timing signa! (jïlled circles) and energy resolution (open circles) as 
function of high voltage of the photomultiplier. 

For all photomultipliers a characteristic voltage bas been found that saturation of the timing signal is 
(partially) achieved, when a 511 ke V pboton is absorbed in the crystal. The saturated timing pul se 
reaches its minimum at -85 mV. The timing jitter of the saturated timing pulse is experimentally 
investigated and the results are discussed in the next chapter. 

The timing pulses are transformed in logica! pulses by level discriminators (Phillips Scientific NIM 
Model 705). When the input exceeds a set level, the threshold, a logica! pulseis generated. The logical 
pulses from one bank are the inputfora logica! unit (Phillips Scientific NIM Model 755) operating 
in 'OR' -mode. This means that a logica! pulse is generated when one of the inputs is activated. In a 
logic unit in 'AND'-mode the coincidences between the upper and lower bank are detected. Only a 
pulse is fired when both inputs are activated. For this experimental arrangement the coincidence time 
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window 2't in Equation 1.16 equals the sum of the width of the two pulses. The output of the 'AND' 
is the trigger for the energy circuit. 

Energy circuit 

The energy circuit starts with the integration of the PM output in the preamplifier. The resulting 
voltage pulse has an area proportional to the collected charge. The fall time of the pulse is given by 
the RC value of the preamplifier, RC = 50 f..lS. In the next step the voltage pulse is shaped by the main 
amplifier (EG&G Ortec Model 590A) with a shaping time of 0.5 f..lS. The output of the main amplifier 
is Gaussian-like and has a width of 4.4 f..lS at 0.1% level. If the maximum of the pulse is between an 
adjustable lower and upper level, the single channel analyzer (SCA) fires a logica} pulse with a width 
of 500 ns, with a delay of 500 ns after the aceurenee of the maximum in the peak. Every element has 
its SCA connected to an input on the bitbox of Phydas (see subsection 2.1.2). The SCA's form 
tagether a (32-bits) longword. Every activated SCA writes an '1' in his bit. If the bitbox is triggered 
by the timing circuit the value of the corresponding longword is read and written to a memory. 
Because the timing circuit is so much faster than the energy circuit, the trigger pulse needs to be 
delayed for 2.7 f.!S. By Sytting the SCA window around the photopeak scattered photons are partially 
eliminated from the imáge. This impraves the systems performance, since scattered photons cause 
incorrect reconstructions (see Chapter 1). 

2.1.2 Data acquisition 

For the data-acquisition the hardware in Figure 2.5 has been designed. 

Figure 2.5: Phydas ofthe PEP detector (from [TAC93]). 

The configuration is based on the Physics Data Acquistion System (Phydas) which is especially 
developed at the department of Physics by the Bedrijfsgroep Laboratorium-Automatisering (BLA) for 
control and data acquisition in physical experiments. Two altemating memories (memory 0 & 1) are 
used to store the data from the bitbox. When one of the memories is used for storage, the data in the 
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other memory are processed. After one second the tasks of the memories are interchanged. The 
switching of the memories after one second is controlled with a presetscaler (PSC). The PSC counts 
off an entered number of clockcycles of a pulse generator. The clockfrequency of the pulse generator 
is I 0 kHz, so for one second 10000 cycles are counted off. The data stared in memory 0 or 1 are 
transferred via Phybus to the local memory, where the data are sorted. Only events with a longword 
having exactly two 'opposite' bits set are interesting and will be saved in the VME-memory as a 
matrix representing the activity profile. For an on-line display the activity profile is shown on a 
monitor via a Grapbic Display Controller (GDC). 

Data-acquisition software 

The data-acquisition software has been written by Hammink [HAM93] and Tacken [TAC93]. The 
following modules have to be loaded into the memory of the MPS030: a program with GDC routines; 
a program with the declaration of all variables of the main program; and the main program from which 
the data-acquisition can be controlled. The loading of the declaration of the variables in a separate 
level avoids the loss of data if the main program crashes during data-acquisition and MPS030 jumps 

j 

out of the upper program level. 

The main program provid~s the user with a menu from which the experiment can be controlled. Befare 
starting data-acquisition several parameters have to be selected, namely: number of measurements, up 
to 2000 measurements can be done; duration of one measurement, in whole seconds; number of 
detector pairs to be used at the on-line reconstruction, from 28 ( only direct opposite and adjacent to 
opposite detector pairs) to 100 (all detector pairs) can be used; and kind of positron emitter, to correct 
for the half life. 

Because the sensitivity of the individual elements is not homogeneous, calibration is necessary. 
Therefore a calibration of the detector has to be performed, for instanee by measuring the response 
of the detector to a line source. The number of reconstructions per detector pair in an experiment is 
calculated with the calibration. 

When all parameters have been selected and the calibration procedure has been carried out the data
acquisition of the experiment can be started. The measuring procedure contains a check to avoid 
system errors during the data-acquisition. The switching of memory 0 and 1 occurs every second. If 
the processing time of the data exceeds one second, the program is not ready to switch and the 
synchronisation of the memories fails. This will occur if memory 0 or 1 contains more data than the 
number of data that can be processed in exactly one second, called the maximum count rate Rmar Rmax 

has been tested with a line souree of high activity. The limitation of the number of data the system 
can process within one second appeared to be set by the array size used in the program language 
EPEP. The data are transferred from memory 0 and 1 to the local memory in an array with a 
maximum size of 65534 elements. The speed of the transfer of this array is the limiting factor in the 
time needed for the data processing. Within one second only one transfer can be done. So the 
maximum number of data, i.e. the maximum number of triggers, that the system can process within 
one second equals 65534. Recently a faster processor has been installed in the system. Now it is 
possible to perfarm data-acquisition with a sampling time of 0.5 s. Still 65534 triggers can be 
processed befare the memories switch. So the maximum count rate of the system has been doubled 
and equals 131068 triggers/s. 
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2.2 Electron Gamma Shower 

Simulations serve as an aid to test the performance of the PEP detector. The effect of the detector 
response on an activity profile can easily be examined with simulations. Also it is possible to unravel 
an activity profile from a measured profile in a catalyst. At EUT [MAN94] simulation software has 
been developed based on the computer code Electron Gamma Shower 4 [NEL85]. The software 
simulates experiments with the PEP detector. In these simulations interactions of photons with matter 
are calculated. Starting from the generation of a photon the path the photon travels through matter is 
calculated. The deposited energy in each region of different material is registered. 

An overview of input parameters is given in Table 2.1. The format of the output is given in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.1: Overview of the input parameters for the simulation program EGS. 

Activity distribution 

line source: length of positron-emitting souree (mm) 
radius of positron-emitting souree (mm) 

point source: X-position of point souree (mm) 
Y -position of point souree (mm) 
Z-position of point souree (mm) 

total number of positrons emitted in the souree 

Geometry of the detector setup 

number of BGO crystals in one bank 
distance between the 'two banks (mm) 
crystal width (mm) 
crystal thickness (mm) 
crystal length (mm) 
collimators between the crystals (mm) 
collimators in front of the crystals (mm) 
material of collimators 

Geometry of the catalyst reactor 

number of cylinders 
material of cylinders 
radius of cylinders (mm) 
length of cylinders (mm) 

Properties of the detection elements 

energy resolution of BGO (%) 
energy threshold for detection (ke V) 

Simulation conditions 

cutoff energy of electrans (ke V) 
cutoff energy of photons (ke V) 
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Table 2.2: Output format of a simulation of the respons of the PEP detector. 

line source: number of annihilations with no photon detected 
number of annihilations with one photon detected 
number of annihilations with both photons detected: 

-in two different detection elements 
-in two opposite detection elements 
-in two direct opposite detection elements 
-in two adjacent to opposite detection elements 
-in three different detection elements 
-in more than three different detection elements 

number of detections in each detection element 

point source: number of coincidences with both photons fully absorbed in the BGO crystal 
number of coincidences with one photon fully absorbed and one photon detected 
by compton scattering 
number of coincidences with both photons detected by compton scattering 
numbér of coincidences with photons detected after scattering outside the BGO 
crystal 

Energy deposited in each region of different material 
Energy spectrum of all detected photons 

In the next subsections the implementation of the physics described in section 1.1 and 1.2 is explained. 
For simulations of positron-emission profiling experiments the following physical processes need to 
be considered: stopping and annihilation of positrons; photon interaction with the catalyst reactor and 
detector; and stopping of energetic electrans in the detection elements. Positron and electron range are 
not taken into account in order to limit the calculation time. After the explanation of the simulation 
principles this will become clear. The range of the positron is therefore neglected and the simulation 
starts with two 511 ke V photons travelling in opposite direction. Deviations of the 180° angle and the 
possible energy shift of the annihilation photons is not taken into account. 

2.2.1 Pboton transport and interaction 

After the generation of a 511 ke V photon the first step is the evaluation of the di stance the photon can 
travel without any interaction with matter. The probability P for interaction per unit of length as a 
function of the travelled distance x is given by: 

1 x P "'_ exp(--) 
A A 

(2.1) 

where À is the mean free path, given by: 
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total cross section for pboton interaction per atom [cm2/at] 
atomie mass [g/mol] 
number of Avogadro (6.022xl<f3 at/mol) 
density [g/cm3

] 

linear attenuation coefficient [cm- 1
] 

(2.2) 

By integrating Equation 2.1 over x tbe probability tbat a pboton will travel at most N/.. times tbe mean 
free patb, is obtained: 

P(s < N1) "" 1- exp( -N).,) (2.3) 

By using a random number generator P(s<N/..) is given a number Ç between 0 and 1. N/.. tben follows 
from: 

(2.4) 

Intbis way tbe distance, N/..x"A, tbat tbe pboton will travel befare its first interaction, is derived. If tbe 
pboton would enter a region witb different material, tbe mean free patb for tbis material À2 is 
calculated. Tbe number of mean free patbs tbe pboton travelled in tbe first material N1 is subtracted 
from N/.. and tbe pboton will travel N2=N/..-N1 mean free patbs in tbe second materiaL Tben tbe total 
distance d tbe pboton travels will be N1XÀ 1+N2xÀ2• If a tbird region is entered during transport, tbe 
above described procedure can be repeated. 

Tbe second step is to determine tbe nature of tbe interaction. Pbotoelectric absorption and Campton 
scattering are taken into account. Tbe probability for pbotoe1ectric absorption is calculated by 
evaluating tbe total cross sections for pbotoelectric absorption and Campton scattering and is defined 
as: 

P(p.e.) 
cr p.e. (2.5) 

cr +cr p.e. c 

A random generator cbooses a number between 0 and 1. If tbis number is smaller tban P(p.e.) tbe 
pboton is absorbed and tbe simulation is ended. Otberwise tbe pboton is considered to be scattered. 
In tbe case of Campton scattering tbe direction in wbicb tbe pboton moves on and its energy need to 
be determined. For tbis purpose tbe differential cross section for campton scattering is used and is 
given by: 

(2.6) 

wbere rand E
1 

are tbe direction and tbe energy of tbe pboton after scattering. The differential cross 
section is normalized witb tbe total cross section for Campton scattering. Then tbe direction and 
energy of tbe pboton is calculated by sampling tbe normalized differential cross section and tbe 
transport procedure is started again. 
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In this way photons are foliowed until their energy is below 10 ke V, which is a limitation of the 
program. In simulations of positron-emission profiling experiments only 511 ke V photons are 
generated. A large number of scattering is neerled to slow down these photons to an energy below 10 
keV. Por instanee a 511 keV has to be backscattered (maximum energy loss per collision) 27 times 
to reach the threshold of 10 keV. Purthermare at these low energies the probability for photoelectric 
absorption is a few hundred times larger (see Pigure 1.6). Therefore the limit of 10 keV is hardly ever 
reached and thus is nat of interest. 

2.2.2 Electron and positron transport and interaction 

Por electron and positron interaction the mathematica! procedure is sirr lar to that used for pboton 
transport. In the calculation of the mean free path (Equation 2.2) the total cross section for 
photoelectric absorption and Campton scattering is replaced by the total cross section for elastic 
scattering off the nucleus, inelastic scattering off the atomie electrans and bremsstrahlung. The cross 
section for electron interaction is much larger than the cross section for pboton interaction ( cr,1» 1 barn, 
aph is in the order of barns). Therefore many interactions need to be simulated and a much larger 
calculation time is needtid to simulate every interaction. Another problem is that the exact values of 
the cross sections for interactions are nat wel! known. Photoelectrons released at the absorption of an 
annihilation pboton have 6nergies up to approximately 511 ke V. Pi gure 1.1 shows that in the detection 
material BGO (p=7130 kg/m3

) the 511 keV electron has a range of 0.29 mm. Therefore most of the 
energy is deposited near the position where the electron is released. However on the edges of the BGO 
crystal some electrans will escape and their energy will nat be detected. The width of the BGO crystal 
is 5.1 mm. So by ignoring the range of the electrans in the BGO an error in the order of at most a few 
percent in the number of full detected 511 ke V photons is made. Th is error can be accepted and 
therefore electron interactions are not simulated but are assumed to loose all their energy at the 
position of release. 

The described problems for electron interaction are the same for positron interactions. Therefore 
positron emission is nat included in the simulations. Recently though an upgraded version of the 
simulation program bas been realised where positron and electron interactions are included [MAN95]. 
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3. Properties of the timing circuit 

In this chapter the measured timing properties of the timing signals of a coïncident detection are 
presented. Conceming the timing between the detection elements two properties are of interest: time 
resolution and timing delays. These two properties determine the setting of the width of the 
coincidence time window 't (and therefore the width of the discriminator pulses) needed to obtain a 
good ratio between the true and random coincidences (SNR=R/R,=E212'tRJ 

The timing properties have already been studied by Meinecke [MEI94]. The time resolution using 
coïncident 6°Co photons ( 1173 ke V and 1332 ke V) for saturated timing signals was 14.5 ns. A 
supplementary study conceming the time resolution of annihilation photons for the detection elements 
was still required. In the next three sections results of measurements conceming the timing properties 
and coincidence time window are presented and discussed. In the fourth section of this chapter the 
re lation between the timing and energy signal of the preamplifier is discussed. The measurements have 
been carried out with a spherical 22Na souree with a diameter of 1 mm. 22Na emits both positrons with 
a maximum kinetic energy of 0.5 Me V and y's with an energy of 1275 keV. The ratio of the number 
of photons produced by annihilation at 511 keV over the number of photons emitted at 1275 keV is 
1.8. 

3.1 Time resolution 

The time resolution 11t represents the spread in the difference of arrival time between two timing 
signals of a coïncident detection and is defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) in a 
timing spectrum. A timing spectrum is the distribution of the difference of arrival time between two 
timing signals of a coïncident detection. The time resolution is determined by the time jitter t}; (i= 1,2) 
in each of the two timing signals. If the distribution of the time difference between the generation of 
the timing signa} and the actual incidence of the photon on the crystal is a normal distribution, tj is 
defined as FWHM of this distribution. Then the time resolution equals: 

(3.1) 

The natura! time resolution of BGO for 511 keV energy lossis 2-10 ns [DER81]. As aresult of the 
signa} processing in the electranies the true time resolution of coïncident signals in the logic unit can 
be worse. The time resolution for annihilation photons can be measured by a setup shown in Figure 
3.1. 

DET.+PA X 

DET.+PA REF 

Figure 3.1: Setup for measuring the time resolution of a co incident detection in two detection elements 
(DET.+PA: detection element+ timing output ofthe preamplifier; DISC: discriminator; DEL: delay; 
TAC: time to amplitude converter; ADC: analog to digital converter; MCA: multi-channel analyzer). 
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3. Properties of the timing circuit 

Wh en in the reference detection element a 511 ke V pboton is detected, the discriminator fires a logica! 
pulse and the T AC is started. In a coïncident detection the other 511 ke V pboton is detected in 
detection element x, which has been connected to the stop through a discriminator and delay. The T AC 
provides an output pulse with an amplitude that is proportional to the time elapsed between the start 
and the stop. In the ADC the voltage is digitized and the MCA provides the differential timing 
spectrum. Figure 3.2 shows a typical timing spectrum. 
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Figure 3.2: Timing spectrumfor detection elements nr. I and nr.2. The discriminator voltage was -JO 
mV. 

The timing spectrum has a long tail and differs from a normal distribution. 

The timing spectrum has been measured for all detection elements at two discriminator voltages, -10 
mV and -40 mV, using two reference detection elements. These are the element with the highest 
timing signal (nr. 11) and the element with the lowest timing signal (nr. 1). The former is in full 
saturation for 511 ke V energy detections, while the latter does ju st not reach the saturation voltage for 
511 keV energy detections (-60 mV compared to -85 mV). From every timing spectrum the time 
resolution has been determined. An overview of the measured values of the time resolution is given 
in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Time resolution (in ns) defined as FWHM in the timing spectrum for detector pairs with 
elements nr. I and nr. IJ as references. 

det. nr. 1 (-JO mV) 11 (-JO mV) 1 (-40 mV) 11 (-40 mV) 

1 17.5 23.1 
2 21.1 20.3 35.8 30.6 
3 17.3 18.2 25.2 21.9 
5 16.9 17.5 23.0 19.6 
6 19.7 19.6 31.2 27.2 
7 18.6 18.1 28.8 21.4 
8 19.4 19.1 30.0 29.3 
9 19.2 19.3 33.1 28.3 

10 18.6 19.0 30.0 24.7 
11 17.5 23.1 
12 19.4 • 19.9 30.6 26.6 
13 20.4. 20.3 33.4 27.8 
14 19.2 19.0 28.1 22.6 
15 18.4 18.2 26.0 20.6 
16 19.4 19.0 29.2 24.7 
17 18.5 18.6 28.7 24.1 
18 24.1 24.5 38.5 44.2 
20 17.9 17.4 25.4 20.2 

For each reference element and discriminator voltage the 16 measured values ( detection element nr.18 
is excluded) for the time resolution have been averaged. The average results are in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Measured average time resolution with detector elements nr. I and 11 as references for two 
discriminator thresholds. 

Reference 

1 
11 

discriminator threshold ( m V) 

-10 

19±1 ns 
19±1 ns 

-40 

29±4 ns 
25±3 ns 

The uncertainty in the values is the standard deviation in the 16 measured values. At a discriminator 
threshold of -10 mV the time resolution is exactly the same with both reference elements. Note the 
small spread in the measured time resolutions. The time jitter of all detection elements can be 
calculated from the data in Table 3.1 and Equation 3.1. The values are found to be in the range 12-16 
ns. 
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3. Properties of the timing circuit 

For a lower discriminator threshold the time resolution degrades. Apparently the time jitter in the 
timing signa! increases for lower thresholds. For element nr.ll the time jitter increases from 12.1±0,2 
ns to 14.1±0.2 ns. With element nr.l as reference detection element the degrading of the time 
resolution is larger (see Table 3.1). The reason for this effect is that the timing signa! for detector 
element nr.1 is not quite saturaterl.. As reported by [MEI94] the time resolution of not saturated timing 
signals degrades for lower discriminator threshold. 

3.2 Timing delays 

Apart from the time resolution of two coïncident timing signals, also the delay between the signals is 
important. Ideally this delay is zero, but (small) electrooie delays are inevitable. The exact size of these 
delays should be known. Since the signals from the detection elements are not delayed separately, the 
pulse width of the logic signals needs to be adjusted in order to prevent a loss of detected 
coincidences. Two methods have been used to determine the timing delays. First, from the position 
of the maximum in the timing spectrum the timing delay can be calculated. The delay equals the 
deviation of the position ,of the maximum from the adjusted delay in Figure 3.1. 

I 

A second metbod to show the timing delays, involves the construction of delay-coincidence graphs. 
In such a graph the effett of an adjusted delay between the coïncident signals on the number of 
detected coincidences is directly visible. The setup for these measurements is shown in Figure 3.3. 

DET.+PA 1 

DET.+PA 2 

Figure 3.3: Setup fora delay-coincidence measurement. The logic unit operates in 'AND' 
mode. The scaler is part of the Phydas-system and counts incoming logic pulses. 

The delays are varied and the resulting number of coincidences are counted. A typical delay
coincidence graph is shown in Figure 3.4. The full width at half maximum of the curve corresponds 
to twice the pul se width of the discriminator output if the pul se width of both outputs is the same. The 
position of the maximum of the curve equals the relative delay between the two elements. A full 
overview of the results of both measurements is given in Table 3.3. Overall the timing delay tumed 
out to be in the order of nanoseconds. 

The results of the two independent sets of measurements can be compared by a calculation which 
enables to determine the delay-coincidence curve from the timing spectrum. The following relation is 
used: 
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Figure 3.4: Delay-coincidence curve for detection elements nr. I and nr.2 (disc.thres.=-10 mV; putse 
width= 50 ns). 

Table 3.3: Delays (in ns tin co incident timing signals at -10 m V and -40 m V with nr. 11 as reference 
(from TR: timing spectra and DC: delay-coincidence curves). 

det. nr. TR DC TR DC 
(-JO mV) (-10 mV) (-40 mV) (40mV,l 

1 - 1 - 1 0 +2 
2 - 1 - 2 +2 +2 
3 - 1 0 0 +2 
5 - 1 - 1 - 1 +0 
6 +3 +3 +3 +4 
7 +0 +6 +5 +10 
8 + 1 + 1 +4 +4 
9 +3 +11 +5 +17 

10 +5 + 1 +13 +8 
12 +2 - 1 +13 +11 
13 +I +2 +3 +2 
14 - I - I - 1 - 1 
15 - 1 - 2 - 1 - 2 
16 + 1 +3 +3 +2 
17 - 4 + 1 0 +2 
18 - 1 - 3 +7 - 3 
20 - 1 - 2 - 1 - 1 
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where dN/dt' 
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t•t 

N(t,'t) = J dN dt I 
t-t dt I 

differential timing spectrum 
pulse width 
relative delay. 

3. Properties of the timing circuit 

(3.2) 

Equation 3.2 has been applied tö-·our data. Figure 3.5 shows a measured and calculated delay
coincidence curve. The measured values have' been sèaled to the maximum of the calculated curve. 
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Figure 3.5: Delay-coincidence curve, measured (dotted line) and calculatedfrom the differential time 
resolution spectrum (diamonds) (for det.el.nr.l and nr.5). 

Outside the plateau the measured values are larger than the calculated curve. The explanation is that 
the discriminator can fire more than one pulse (denoted as multiple pulses) for a single pboton 
detection [MEI94]. Typically 15% of all counted discriminator pulses (at a discriminator threshold of-
1 0 m V) are multiple pulses. These multiple pulses have not been detected in the timing spectrum and 
therefore do not contribute to the calculated delay-coincidence curve. The multiple pulses, however, 
can contribute to the measured delay-coincidence curve. For instanee if the adjusted delay is 100 ns 
and there is no actual time difference between the detection of two 511 ke V photons in the detection 
elements, no coincidence should be detected (e.g. with a pulse width of 50 ns as used in the 
experimental setup). However, when the discriminator fires multiple pulses, the second pulse fired for 
the same detection can give rise to a a measured coincidence with the 'real' pulse from discriminator 
2 which was de1ayed by 100 ns. 

3.3 Width of the coincidence time window 

The timing properties of the individual elements determine the width of the logical pulses and thereby 
the width of the coincidence time window. Ideally the coincidence time window should equal twice 
the time resolution, so 40 ns for a discriminator threshold of -10 m V and 60 ns for a discriminator 
threshold of -40 mV. The timing spectrum shows a peak with a long tail and therefore to avoid a loss 
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3. Properties of the timing circuit 

in coincidence efficiency, the coincidence time window is prefered larger. The optimum width of the 
logica] pulses has been determined by measuring the number of coincidences as a function of the pul se 
width. The relative delay is set to zero and the pulse width has been varied. The number of 
coincidences at varying pulse width can also be calculated from the timing spectrum by Equation 3.2. 
The result of bath the measurement and the calculation are shown in Figure 3.6. The measured curve 
has been scaled to the calculated curve. Deviations can be assigned to uncertainties in the pulse width 
and coincidences from multiple pulses. 
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Figure 3.6: The number of coincidences as function of pulse width (measured: dashed line 
calculated: continuous line; disc.tres. = -40 m V). 

For the final choice of the pulse width two considerations should be made. For larger pulse widths the 
number of random coincidences increases and the signa] to noise ratio decreases. For smaller pulse 
widths more coincidences are lost, which leads to a decrease in sensitivity. The number of 
coincidences increases rapidly up to 30-50 ns. At larger pulse widths the slope of the curve becomes 
much smaller. 

Finally a pulse width of 50 ns has been chosen to campromise between sensitivity and signal to noise 
ratio. In Figure 3.6 the loss in sensitivity can be determined. At a pulse width of 50 ns approximately 
15% of all coincidcnces are lost. 

3.4 Relation between the timing and energy signals 

In order to investigate the influence of the adjusted threshold level in the level discriminator on the 
number of detected coincidences also the energy dependenee of the timing signal was investigated. 
Though the energy circuit has been designed to contain the information about the detected energy, the 
timing signal also shows energy dependence. The timing signal is generated by amplifying and 
filtering the output of the photomultiplier. The high voltage of the photomultiplier has been set at the 
value that the timing signal is ju st saturated for energy detections of 511 ke V. The pulse height of the 
timing pulse is therefore proportional to the detected energy up to energy detections of approximately 
511 ke V. The re lation between the height of the timing pu1se and the detected energy can be shown 
by acquisition of an energy spectrum when the timing signals exceed a certain threshold. For this 
measurement the setup of Figure 3.7 has been used. A typical result of such a measurement is shown 
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Preamplifier 

Figure 3. 7: Setup for a gated energy spectrum measurement. 
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Figure 3.8: Energy spectrum when the timing signals exceed -10 mV (det.nr. 5). 

in Figure 3.9. At a discriminator threshold of -40 mV the edge lies on the start of the photopeak. For 
a threshold more negative than -40 mV the edge lies in the photopeak. 

The energy information in the timing signal can also be shown by counting coincidence~ between two 
detection elements. In an experiment the 22Na souree the number of reconstructions with both photons 
in the photopeak of the energy spectrum has been measured as function of the discriminator threshold. 
The result is shown in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.9 shows a flat top in the range -10 mV to -40 mV. At a 
discriminator threshold of -40 mV the coincidence count rate with both photons in the 511 keV 
photopeak starts to decrease rapidly. Coincidences are lost in the timing circuit due to the setting of 
the discriminator threshold. Consequently no trigger is generated to make the reconstruction in the 
energy circuit. 

As condusion can be stated that the discriminator threshold can be varied from -10 m V to -40 m V 
without loss of sensitivity. At lower threshold coincidences are lost. 
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Figure 3.9: Reconstructions of coincidences with both photons in the 511 keV photopeak as function 
of the discriminator thresholdo 

Summary 

• The discriminator threshold can be varied between -l 0 m V and -40 m V without loss of sensitivity 0 

• Because the timing spectrum shows a long tail, the optimum pulse width has been determined 
experimentally 0 To compromise between a high sensitivity and a high signal to noise ratio a width 
of 50 ns, independent of the discriminator threshold, has been choseno 
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4. Performance of the PEP detector 

In this chapter the performance of the PEP detector is discussed. Results of experiments and 
simulations to investigate the sensitivity, position resolution and contribution of scattering to the 
reconstructed activity profile are presented. The influence of four factors on the performance has been 
studied. These factors are 1) scattering in a model catalyst reactor system; 2) setting of the treshold 
in the energy circuit; 3) the detector geometry; 4) the reconstruction algorithm. 

The setup of the PEP detector in the measurements and simulation~discussed in this chapter is, unless 
explicitely stated, as follows: total width = 57 mm (see Figure f.l); energy window of the SCA: 
around the 511 keV photopeak of the energy spectrum (E1r= 360 keV); vertical distance d between the 
two detector banks = 72 mm; discriminator threshold D1r = -10 mV (only in the measurements). 

4.1 Sensitivity profile 

In this section the measurements and simulations will be presented which have been carried out to 
obtain the position resolution, sensitivity and contribution of scattered photons. The intrinsic 
performance of the dettfctor, i.e. without catalyst reactor, is discussed. The measurements will be 
compared with simulations to understand the observed response of the PEP detector. 

First, the performance of the PEP detector will be stuclied by measuring the sensitivity of a specific 
detector pair as a function of the position of a point source, the so-called sensitivity profile. The 
sensitivity and position resolution are defined as the maximum and FWHM of the sensitivity profile. 
The contribution of photons scattereJ in the reactor can be found by comparing the sensitivity profile 
for a souree in a model reactor system and in air. 

Experimentally the sensitivity profile can be obtained by measuring the number of reconstructions as 
a function of the position of a 22Na-source on the central axis (see Figure 4.1). 

point souree 
-!-- ------------------- ----------~ ------------------ ----------- --+--

reactor system 

Figure 4.1: Setup for a measurement of the sensitivity profile. 

Since the annihilation photons travel in opposite direction, the sensitivity of a detector pair is expected 
to be zero when the position of the 22Na-source is outside the field of view (FOV) of the detector pair. 

In the simulation the response of the detector is calculated as a function of the position of a point 
souree on the central axis of the detector. The simulation of the setup of the measurements suffers 
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from several simplifications. First, the positron and electron range and the deviation from the 180° 
annihilation angle are nat taken into account (see Chapter 2). Secondly, the detection elements are only 
represented by the BGO crystals. The housings of the photomultiplier tubes are nat simulated. 
Therefore the scattering in the experimental setup is expected to be somewhat higher than in the 
simulated setup. 

First the sensitivity profile of a direct opposite detector pair (FOV= 5.1 mm) will be discussed. The 
sensitivity profiles of other pairs will be discussed in the sixth section of this chapter. The 
measurement has been carried out with a 22Na-source in a sample holder of perspex 
(lenghtxwidthxheight=100x8x20 mm3

) in air. The response of the detector pair in the center of the 
detector has been measured as function of the position of the point souree and is shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Measured sensitivity profilefora 22Na-source in air. 

15 20 

The center of the FOV of the detector pair, i.e. the center of the PEP detector corresponds to the zero 
on the x-axis. Although the sensitivity was expected to be zero outside the FOV, Figure 4.2 shows a 
response of approximately 10% of the maximum on the edges of the FOV (i.e. at 2.5 mm) and 
decreases to 1% of the maximum further outs i de the FOV. The tail of the profile will now be 
explained. Two causes are considered: the 1275 keV photon emitted by 22Na and scattering in the 
sample holder. 

22Na emits a y with an energy of 1275 keV in coincidence with each positron emission. Because the 
energy window of the SCA has been set around the 511 ke V photopeak, the detection of the 127 5 ke V 
seems forbidden. However, the 1275 keV photon may also be detected by Campton scattering in the 
BGO crystal. In such case a part of its full energy will be deposited and the 1275 keV photon may 
be detected in coincidence with a 511 ke V photon. Since there is no angular correlation between the 
511 keV photons and the 1275 keV photon, the sensitivity for coincidences between 1275 keV and 
511 keV photons is approximately independent of the position of the 22Na-source in the range from 
-20 mm till +20 mm. Therefore, the contribution of 1275 keV-511 keV coincidences to the measured 
response of the PEP detector should be subtracted from the total measured response to obtain the true 
sensitivity profile for annihilation radiation. To find the contribution of 1275 keV-511 keV 
coincidences this contribution has been separately measured and simu1ated. The measurement and 
simulation will be compared. 
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The contribution of 1275 keV-511 keV coincidences to the reconstructed profile can be measured by 
setting different energy windows in the SCA. To measure the contribution of 1275 keV-511 keV 
coincidences the energy window of one SCA is set at 360-700 ke V. The other is set to 700-1040 ke V. 
Assuming a flat Campton continuurn of 1275 keV photons the number of 1275 keV photons detected 
in the 511 keV photopeak, i.e. 360-700 keV, is the same as the number of 1275 keV photons detected 
with an energy in the range 700-1040 keV. With these energy settings only 1275 keV-511 keV 
coincidences can be detected. To obtain the contribution of 1275 keV-511 keV coincidences the 
measured number should be multiplied with a factor of two since the same number of detections is 
measured ifthe settings ofthe energy windowsare switched. The contribution of 1275 keV-511 keV 
coincidences tumed out to be nearly constant in a range from +5 till +20 mm and is approximately 
1.0% of the total measured coincidences in the center of the detector. 

In the simulation, the 22Na-source is represented as a positron-emitting souree which emits a 1275 keV 
pboton in coincidence with the positron. The energy window of detection has been set around the 511 
keV photopeak of the simulated energy treshold, i.e. 360-700 keV. Figure 4.3 shows the simulated 
sensitivity profile. The contribution of 1275 keV-511 keV coincidences varles between 0.3% in the 
center and 0.8% outside.the FOV. · 
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Figure 4.3: Simulated sensitivity profilefora 22Na-source in air. The contribution of 1275 keV-511 
ke V coincidences is shown. 

The height of the measured tail can not be fully explained by the 1275 keV-511 keV coincidences. 
Apparently the céluse is another effect that is nottaken into account in the simulation. The contribution 
of scattering in the perspex sample holder is unknown. A look at the sensivity profiles for a 22Na
source in an aluminium tube, presented in the next section, shows that a contribution of photons 
scattered in the perspex sample holder of 0.2-0.5% of the maximum in the sensitivity profile is 
plausible. So the long tail of the measured profile might be explained by a summation of 1275 keV-
511 ke V coincidences and scattering in the sample bolder. Ho wever the measured response on the edge 
of the FOV of 10% can not be explained with these two effects. 

The measurement showed a contribution of 1275 keV-511 keV coincidences of approximately 1.0%. 
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The measured contribution is in the same order of magnitude of the simulated contribution. The 
measurements presented in the next sections have been corrected for 1275 keV-511 keV coincidences 
by first measuring the rate of 1275 keV-511 keV coincidences and subsequently subtracting this rate 
from the total coincidence rate. 

The simulation with EGS also provides the possibility to distinguish coincidences which involve 
scattered photons from coincidences of two 'direct' detected photons which have not been scattered 
(see Chapter 2). A new simulation wit ha souree of o.nlytwo 511 ke V yhotons travelling in opposite 
direction has been made. Figure 4.4 shows the contributionof cqi!Jci4ênces with scattered photons to 
the simulated sensitivity profile. 
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Figure 4.4: Simulated sensitivity profilefora point souree in air (total: filled diamonds; scattering: 
open diamonds). 

The contribution of scattered photons to the sensitivity profile shows two humps. These humps explain 
the observed shoulders on the peak just outside the FOV. The height of the humps is approximately 
5% of the maximum of the total profile. The position of the humps is approximately 3.2±0.2 mm out 
of the center. This position corresponds to the intersection of the line between one of the two BGO 
crystals and the adjacent crystal in the opposite bank and the central axis: llz·width of the BGO crystal 
(5.1 mm) + 112-width of the space between the crystals (1.4 mm) = 3.25 mm. For a souree at this 
position a coincidence can be detected if one pboton is directly detected and the other pboton is 
scattered in the adjacent crystal (see Figure 4.5). This effect explains the position of the humps. It 
should be noted that three photons are detected in three separate detection elements, the coincidence 
is not rejected because in only two detection elements the detected energy exceeds the treshold energy 
for detection. 

Position resolution 

In this paragraph the position resolution of the PEP detector, as defined in the introduetion of this 
section, will be discussed. The measured position resolution will be compared with the simulated 
position resolution. 
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Detected energy in det 1 < treshold 

Detected energy in det 2 > treshold 

Detected energy in det 5 > treshold 

Figure 4.5: Veteetion of coincidences with one of the two photons scattered in an adjacent BGO 
crystal. 

The measured sensitivity profile as shown in Figure 4.2 has a FWHM of 2.9±0.1 mm. However the 
22Na-source is not a true point source, but a sphere with a diameter of 1 mm and therefore the 
measured FWHM should be corrected to obtain the position resolution. The influence of the extended 
souree has been estimated with a convolution of the distribution of activity and the sensitivity as 
function of position of the source. The resulting position resolution equals 2.8±0.1 mm. 

The FWHM of the simulated profile equals 2.76±0.05 mm. In order to campare the simulated profile 
with the measured position resolution, the simulated FWHM must be corrected for the positron range 
and deviation of the 180° annihilation angle. The following equation can be used: 

2 2 2 
(FWHM)cor === (FWHM),imut+(FWHM)range +(FWHM)Ltsoo 

(4.1) 

The inaccuracy due to the distribution of the range of the 500 ke V positron in the souree is at most 
0.5 mm (Figure 1.1-1.3). The distribution of the deviation of the 180° angle typically has a FWHM 
of 0.4 o. Th is angular deviation results in a con tribution to the position resolution of at most 72/2 -tan 
(0.4/2)===0.13 mm (see Figure 4.6). 
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d/2 
Figure 4.6: lllustration of the effect of the deviation of the 180° annihilation angle on the position 
resolution. 

The corrected simulated FWHM equals 2.81±0.05 mm. This value agrees with the measured position 
resolution. 

In this section the intrinsic position resolution, i.e. without catalyst reactor, of the PEP detector has 
been discussed and was found to be 2.8±0.1 mm. Scattering in the PEP detector itself gives a 
contribution of scattered photons to the reconstructed activity profile. 

4.2 The reactor system • 

In this section the influence of Compton scattering in the catalyst reactor on the position resolution 
and the sensitivity of the PEP detector will be discussed. 

Due to the catalyst reactor a considerable increase of scattered photons can be expected compared with 
a souree in air. Scattered photons give rise to non-valid reconstructions in the activity profile and thus 
the contribution of scattered photons to the reconstruction should be known. To performa quantitative 
analysis of the scattering solid aluminium tubes of varying thickness, diameter from 13.8 up to 25.2 
mm, have been used as a model forthereactor system. The 22Na-source is positioned in an open space 
in the center of the tube. The souree is moved in discrete steps of typically 0.30 mm. In every position 
the number of reconstructions are measured. 

For two aluminium thicknesses, 13.8 mm and 25.2 mm, the sensitivity profiles have been measured 
and are shown in Figure 4.7. The sensitivity profiles show a peak with a broad continuum. The height 
of the continuurn increases with aluminium thickness. 

Simulations of the measurements with EGS give the possibility to distinguish reconstructions in volving 
scattered photons from reconstructions invalving unscattered photons. The 22Na-source is simulated 
by a positron-emitting souree in an aluminium tube. Figure 4.8.A and Figure 4.8.B show the simulated 
sensitivity profiles. The simulated and measured sensitivity profiles show quantitative agreement. The 
contribution of scattered photons to the sensitivity profiles is shown in Figure 4.8.A and 4.8.B. The 
contribution of scattered photons consists of a continuurn and two humps. Because the origin of the 
aceurenee of the humps lies in the detector itself, the height of the humps is independent of the 
aluminium thickness. 

Position resolution and sensitivity 

The position resolution of a setup with aluminium tubes with a diameter of 13.8 mm and 25.2 mm 
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Figure 4.7: Measured sensitivity profilefora 22Na-source in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
13.8 mm (filled circles) tmd 25.2 mm (open circles). 
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Figure 4.8.A: Simulated sensitivity profilefora pointsouree in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
25.2 mm (total: filled diamonds; scattering: open diamonds). 

equals 2.9±0.1 mm and 3.0±0.1 mm respectively. Within the error bars the measured values agree with 
the measured position resolution in air. 

Although the position resolution is hardly affected by the aluminium tubes the sensitivity of the PEP 
detector decreases due to photo-absorption and Campton scattering in the tubes. The measured 
sensitivity of the PEP detector in a setup with an aluminium tube with a diameter of 25.2 mm is 
5.5±0.2 cps/kBq. Figure 4.9 shows the measured sensitivity as a function of the radius of the 
aluminium tube. 
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Figure 4.8.B: Simulated sensitivity profile of a pointsouree in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
13.8 mm (total: filled diamonds; scattering: Ópe'n diàmonds). 
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Figure 4.9: Sensitivity as a function of the radius of the aluminium tube. The curve represents the 
expected re lation ( Equation 4.4) 

In order to explain tbe decrease in sensitivity witb aluminium tbickness, tbe probability for interaction 
of an annibilation pboton witb tbe aluminium bas to be considered. The probability tbat a pboton does 
not interact in tbe aluminium, defined as P(n.i.) is given by: 

P(n.i.) = e -~Al x 
(4.2) 

wbere x is tbe distance travelled tbrough the aluminium and JlAt tbe linear absorption coefficient for 
aluminium. The probability tbat none of tbe two pbotons of an annibilation pair interacts witb tbe 
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aluminium equals: 

(P(n.i.))2 = e -2 ~A, x (4.3) 

If a photon emitted within the solid angle coverred by the detection elements interacts with the 
aluminium and consequently would not be incident on the detection element anymore, the number of 
reconstructions as a function of the distance travelled in aluminium would be: 

N = N(x=O) x e -2 ~Al x (4.4) 

The absorption coefficient of 511 keV photons in aluminium equals 0.023 mm- 1
• Where x represents 

the radius of the aluminium tubes, Equation 4.4 is drawn in Figure 4.9. From an extrapolation of the 
curve the sensitivity in air can be derived and was found to be 9.4±0.2 cpslkBq. 

Simulation of the reactor system 

In this paragraph the simulation of the sensitivity profile for the reactor system is discussed. 

The quantitative agreement between measurements and simulations for the aluminium cylinders suggest 
that simulations can be u~ed to predict the simulated sensitivity profilefora positron-ernitting souree 
in a catalyst reactor. For the simulation the cylindrical reactor system is simulated with the scheme 
shown in Figure 4.10. 

2 
1 

silicate 
quartz 
ceramic 

24 glasswool 

0.5 stäiriless steel 

6 water 

0.5 stäiriless steel 

Figure 4.10: Scheme of the reactor system. The thickness of the cylinders is given in mm. 

Figure 4.11 shows the result of the simulation. The simulated sensitivity profile will now be compared 
to the simulated sensitivity profile for a point souree in an aluminium tube. 

For positions of the souree in the center of the detector the contribution of scattered photons in the 
reactor system with a total diameter of 72 mm is larger than in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
25.2 mm. On the other hand the decrease of the contribution of scattered photons with increasing 
position is also larger in the setup with the reactor than in the setup with the aluminium tube. This 
behaviour can be explained by consiclering the position at which the scattering of the photons can 
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Figure 4.11: Simulated sensitivity profile for a point souree m a catalyst reactor ( total: fitled 
diamonds; scattering: open diamonds) 

occur in the two setups. In the reactor the average density of the material is lower than the density of 
aluminium. Therefore the mean free path of the 511 ke V photon in the reactor is larger than the mean 
free path of the 51 I ke V photon in aluminium. Consequently the position where scattering occurs in 
the reactor lies deeper in the material (i.e. further away from the source) than the position where 
scattering occurs in the aluminium tube. For annihilation photons coming from a souree positioned out 
of the center of the detector the following consideration can be made: in the reactor the scatter angle 
to reach the detector (see case Al in Figure 4.12) is larger than in the aluminium tube (see case A2 
in Figure 4.12). 

B1 

A2 

Figure 4.12: Illustration of scattering in the reactor and in the aluminium tube. 

Consequently for the reactor the scattered photon will be detected with an energy lower than the 
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energy treshold, while in an aluminium tube the scattered photon may well be detected with an energy 
above the energy treshold. So the larger decrease of the ccntribution of scattered photons in the reactor 
with respect to the aluminium tube can be understood. 
On the other hand for the position of the souree in the center of the detector the following 
consideration can be made: in a reactor the average position of scattering lies closer to the detection 
element than in an aluminium tube. The maximum angle with which the photon can scatter and still 
reach the detector is higher for scattering in the reactor ( see case B 1 in Figure 4.12) than for scattering 
in the aluminium tube (see case B2 in Figure 4.12). Consequently the fraction of scattered photons that 
still reach the detector is higher in the reactor than in the aluminium tube. So the higher scatter 
contribution for a souree in the center of the detector in a reactor with respect to the aluminium tube 
can also be understood. 

The actual contribution of scattered photons in an experiment with a catalyst reactor depends on the 
distribution of the activity over the catalyst. In a first order approach the activity might be considered 
to be uniformly distributed over the catalyst bed. The total contribution of scattered photons to the 
reconstructed activity profile can then be calculated by integration of the simulated sensitivity profile. 
For a line souree with ft length of 50 mm the relative total contribution of scattered photons is 
5.74·103 and the relativ~ total response of the detector pair in the center of the PEP detector is 
1.63·104

. So for a line souree with a length of 50 mm 35% of all reconstructions consists of 
reconstructions with scartered photons. This means that a line souree of 0.65 MBq is seen by the 
detector as a line souree of 1.0 MBq. Therefore accurate calibration of the measured activity profiles 
in a chemica! experiment is difficult. 

Position resolution and sensitivity 

In this paragraph the position resolution and sensitivity of the PEP detector for catalyst experiments 
is discussed. 

The FWHM of the simulated sensitivity profile for a point souree in the reactor is 2.95±0.05 mm. So 
far the positron range and the deviation of the 180° annihilation angle has been left out of the 
simulations. Recently an upgraded version of EGS has been realized which takes into account the 
positron interactions and the angular deviation [MAN95]. To find the influence of the distribution of 
the positron range, shown in Figure 1.3, on the position resolution, the peak of the simulated 
sensitivity profile for a 11C point souree in the reactor has been calculated with the upgraded version 
of EGS. Figure 4.13 shows the result. 
The FWHM of the simulated sensitivity profile is 4.04±0.05 mm. The position resolution drastically 
decreases when the positron range is taken into account. In Figure 4.13 the humps are not found. Due 
to the positron range the curve of the contribution of scattered photons shown in Figure 4.10 is 
smoothed, resulting a flat contribution of scattered photons. 

The simulated sensitivity of the PEP detector for a point souree without positron range in the reactor 
is 5.8 cps/kBq. The simulated sensitivity of the PEP detector for a point souree tak:ing into account 
the positron range and the angular deviation is 4.6 cpslkBq. 

4.3 Setting of the energy treshold 

All results presented in the previous section have been obtained with an energy tresholdof 360 keV, 
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Figure 4.13: Simulated sensitivity profile for a JJC-source in the catalyst reactor (total: filled 
diamonds; scattering: open diamonds). 

i.e. the energy window oh the 511 keV photopeak. In this section the sensitivity, position resolution 
and contribution of scattered photons at a zero energy threshold is discussed. 

One of the features of the sensitivity profiles is the occurrence of the humps in the scatter contribution 
due to scattering in the detector itself. Due to the reconstruction algorithm, which excludes all 
coincidences with more than two bits set in the bitword, the humps should disappear if the threshold 
is set to zero. In order to check this the sensitivity profile has been·measured at zerothreshold. Figure 
4.14 shows the result. 
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Figure 4.14: Measured sensitivity profilefora 22Na-source in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
25.2 mm and zero threshold energy. 

Two major effects can be seen in the sensitivity profile at zero threshold which differs from the 
sensitivity profile with E

1
r= 360 ke V in Figure 4.7. The height of the continuurn is largerand the edges 
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of the peak are sharper. To understand the sensivity profile with zero threshold a simulation of the 
measurement has been carried out with EGS. The zero threshold en~rgy of the energy circuit is 
simulated with zero threshold for detection in EGS. Figurè 4J5 shows the simulated sensitivity profile 
with zero threshold. 
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Figure 4.15: Simulated sensitivity profilefora pointsouree in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
25.2 mm and zero threshold energy. 

The height of the continuurn under the peak in the simulated sensitivity profile is lower than the height 
of the continuurn in the measured sensitivity profile. Probably this can be explained by the fact that 
in the simulation only the BGO crystals are simulated and the material surrounding the PEP detector, 
e.g. the housing of the photomultipliers, is not taken into account. In reality the housing of the 
photomultipliers gives rise to an increase in scattered photons in the setup what may increase the 
scatter contribution to the measured sensitivity profile. The humps in the simulated scatter contribution 
at E

1
,= 360 ke V have disappeared in the simulated scatter contribution at zero threshold, as predicted. 

Position resolution and sensitivity 

The position resolution fora setup with an aluminium tube with a diameter of 25.2 mm and no energy 
threshold equals 3.0±0.1 mm. The position resolution is not affected by the relatively large 
contribution of scattered photons in the aluminium tube. The measured sensitivity of the center 
detector pair with zero threshold equals 6.4±0.3 cpslkBq. The increase in sensitivity is 16% with 
respect to the measured sensitivity at E1,= 360 keV. 

A summary of the discussed sensitivity profiles in the first three sections leads to the following 
conclusions: 
1) the part of the sensitivity profile scattered in adjacent BGO crystals can be fully suppressed by 
setting a zero energy threshold. 
2) the part of the sensitivity profile scattered in the aluminium can be partially suppressed by setting 
a 360 ke V energy threshold. 
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4.4 Suppression of scattering 

To suppress the scatter contributions three solutions can be considered. These are the setting of a 
higher energy threshold, the setting of a high threshold in the timing circuit combined with a zero 
threshold in the energy circuit and finally the use of collimators. The methods will now be discussed. 

4.4.1 Higher energy threshold 

First, the total contribution of scattering in the setup (including the aluminium tube) to the sensitivity 
profile may be suppressed by setting a higher energy th~eshold in .the energy .circuit. For a threshold 
of approximately 490 ke V the sensitivity · profilè has been .meàsured. ·~i gure 4.16 shows the result. 
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Figure 4.16: Measured sensitivity profilefora 22Na-source in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
25.2 mm and E,r=490 keV. 

Outside the peak the response decreases rapidly. The simulated sensitivity profile is shown in Figure 
4.17. The profile shows a dramatically decrease in the scattering with respect to Figure 4.8.A and 
Figure 4.15. The humps in the scatter contribution can hardly be seen. This can well be understood, 
since the maximum angle that the pboton may scatter and still has enough energy to be detected above 
the threshold energy is much lower for E,r= 490 keV. 

The position resolution of a point souree in a setup with E,r= 490 keV equals 2.7±0.1 mm, what seems 
an impravement with respect to the position resolution in a setup with E,r=360 ke V or 0 ke V. On the 
other hand the sensitivity drastically decreases for higher threshold energies. For E,r= 490 keV the 
sensitivity equals 1.82±0.07 cpslk:Bq. This is 33% of the sensitivity with E,r= 360 keV. 

4.4.2 Threshold in timing circuit 

The second metbod is based on the correlation between the timing and energy circuit. A -40 m V 
discriminator threshold approximately corresponds to a 360 ke V energy threshold. Therefore the 
suppression of scattering in both the detector itself and the reactor system may be achieved by setting 
a low discriminator voltage, -40 mV instead of -10 mV, and a zero energy threshold. Photons, 
scattered with a large angle in the aluminium, will oot be counted anymore as a coincidence because 
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Figure 4.17: Simulated sensitivity profilefora point souree in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
25.2 mm and E,,=490 keY. 

their energy is too low to exceed the discriminator threshold. On the other hand photons, scattered in 
adjacent BGO crystals, will not he counted because they are rejected by the reconstruction algorithm. 
In Figure 4.18 measurements with zero ~nergy threshold and a discriminator voltage of both -10 m V 
and -40 mV are shown for an aluminium tube·with a·diameter of 13.8mm. 
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Figure 4.18: Measured sensitivity profilefora 22Na-source in an aluminium tube of a diameter of 13.8 
mm with E,,=O keV and D,,= -JO mV (squares) and -40 mV (circles). 

With a lower discriminator voltage the profile shows a considerably lower scatter contribution. A 
comparison with the measured position profile with 360 keV energy threshold in Figure 4.7 shows that 
the contribution of photons scattered in the aluminium is approximately the same. The position 
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resolution in Figure 4.18 is 3.0±0.1 mm for disc. -10 mV and 2.8±0.1 mm for disc. -40 mV. 

4.4.3 Collimators 

Finally lead collimators between the BGO crystals might prevent the detection of photons scattered 
in adjacent crystals. Since no collimators were available to use in a measurement, the effect of 
collimators has been investigated with a simulation in EGS. 

With EGS the sensitivity profile for a point souree in a setup with lead collimators with a width of 
1.4 mm between the BGO crystals has been simulated. Figüre 4.19 shows the result. 
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Figure 4.19: Simulated sensitivity profilefora point souree in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
25.2 mm (E1,=360 keV). Lead collimators with a width of 1.4 mm are placed between the BGO 
crystals. 

With respect to the simulated contribution of scattered photons to the sensitivity profile without lead 
collimators (Figure 4.8.A) the contribution of scattered photons changes in two ways. First the scatter 
contribution decreases faster for increasing position. This can be understood by the partial shielding 
of the lead collimators for scattered photons. Secondly the 'valley' between the humps is narrower. 
The top of the humps approximately starts at 1 mm outside the center. The position of the top of the 
humps in a setup without collimators is approximately 3.2 mrn outside the center as shown previously 
in section 5.1. The shift of the position of the hump in a setup with collimatorscan be explained with 
the same consideration as made in the explanation of the hump in a setup without collimators. At a 
position of approximately 2.55/2=1.28 mm one of the two photons is 'directly' detected and the other 
pboton first scatters in the lead collimator befare it is detected. Apparently the humps are due to 
scattering in the lead collimators. The salution arouses the problem! Due to the origin of the humps 
thicker collimators still cause the humps. Since the photons contributing to the humps scatter in the 
collimator instead of another detection element, the humps will not disappear by setting a zero 
threshold. Lead collimators do not solve the problem of the contribution of scattering in adjacent BGO 
crystals to the reconstruction. Only a larger horizontal distance between the crystals (air!) can suppress 
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the humps. The advantage of the decrease in the contribution of scattering in the detector itself to the 
reconstructed activity profile should he compared to the disadvantage of the increase in the detector 
Jength. 

The use of lead collimators in front of the crystals can also he considered to suppress the humps. 
However the position of the humps, i.e. 3.2 mm, corresponds to the position of the center of the 
measuring section adjacent to the central measuring section. This is the measuring section formed by 
one of the two detection elements of the detector pair in the center of the PEP detector and an adjacent 
detection element in the other bank. Therefore if lead collimators are placed in front of the crystals 
to suppress the humps the sensitivity of these pairs drastically decreases. 

4.5 Geometry of the detector 

The geometry of the PEP detector can he adjusted to the size of the catalyst and the catalyst reactor. 
In this section the effect of the vertical distance between the detector banks on the sensitivity profile 
is discussed. 

For a vertical distance of 144 mm the sensitivity profile has been measured .. Figure 4.20 shows the 
result. 
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Figure 4.20: Measured sensitivity profile of a 22Na-source in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
25.2 mm and d=144 mm. 

The simulated sensitivity profile is shown in Figure 4.21. The contribution of scattering in the detector 
itself remains the same as for d=72 mm, approximately 5% in the maximum of the hump (see section 
5.1). Fora souree in the center of the detector the contribution of photons scattered in the aluminium 
(1.5%) is smaller than for d=72 mm (3.0% ). The explanation is that small angle scattered photons 
coming from a souree in the center of the detector reach the detector for d=72 mm (see case Al in 
Figure 4.22), but miss the detector for d=l44 mm (see case A2 in Figure 4.22). 
The contribution of scattered photons remains constant over a wide range (still 0.8% at 25 mm). This 
can he explained by consiclering the minimum scatter angle which is needed to reach the detector. For 
instanee at 25 mm this angle typically is 57o for d=72 mm (see case Bl in Figure 4.22) and 34° for 
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Figure 4.21: Simulated stmsitivity profilefora point souree in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 
25.2 mm and d=144 mm (total: filled diamonds; scattering: open diamonds). 

Bl B2 

Figure 4.21: Illustration of the contribution of scattered photons for d= 72 mm (left picture) 

and d=l44 mm (right picture). 

d=144 mm (see case B2 in Figure 4.22). Therefore the photons reach the detector with higher energy, 
351 keV for d=72 mm and 436 keV for d=144 mm and have a higher probability to be detected with 
an energy exceeding the threshold of 360 keV. Another explanation is that the solid angle of detection 
varies less for larger vertical distances as function of the position on the central axis. 
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Position resolution and sensitivity 

The measured position resolution with a distance of 144 mm between the two banks of the PEP 
detector is 2.9±0.1 mm. The position resolution has been measured for vertical distances up to the 
maximum, i.e. 500 mm. Figure 4.23 shows the measured position resolution as function of d. 
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Figure 4.23: Position resolution as function of distance between the two banks. The drawn line is the 
FWHM as function of d with the correction for the deviation from the 180° angle. 

The deviation from the 180° angle between the two photons may become relevant for increasing 
distance. Using the resulting FWHM of the angular deviation and the FWHM in the absence of the 
angular deviation, the relation between the position resolution and d can be derived: 

2 2 d <I> 2 FWHMd =FWHMd=O +(_tan_) 
2 2 

=> 

FWHM}~nmm=FWHM}=O+( 7~tan °~4 )2 =FWHM;,eas=9.0 
=> 

(4.5) 

Equation 4.5 has been drawn in Figure 4.23. The effect ofthe angular spread on the position resolution 
is up to d=500 negligibly small. 

The sensitivity of the detector will inevitably decrease with the distance between the banks. In Figure 
4.24 the measured sensitivity fora 22Na-source in an aluminium tube with a diameter of 25.2 mm is 
given as function of the distance between the two banks. 
The sensitivity is proportional to the so1id angle (see Equation 1.13). Fora direct opposite detector pair 
the solid angle is given by: 

~he drawn line in Figure 4.24 represents the function of the solid angle scaled on the datapoint d=72 
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Figure 4.24: Sensitivity as function of the distance between the two banks. The drawn line is the solid 
angle at distance d timeS the number of counts at d=72 mm. 

Al> 4 5.1 ( d ) Ll.lo<~ = arctan_ cos arctan __ 
d 100 

(4.6) 

mm. The measured points are on the line. 

4.6 Reconstruction 

The measurements and simulations in the previous sections have been carried out with two 'direct' 
opposite detection elements. In this section the position resolution, sensitivity and contribution of 
scattered photons to the reconstruction of an activity profile with 'neighbour' detector pairs is 
discussed. 

The number of detector pairs used for the reconstruction of the activity profile can be selected with 
the data acquisition software (see Chapter 2). Only the direct opposite detector pairscan be used, but 
also 'n-th' neighbour detector pairs can be included. The centers of the field of views (FOV) of the 
n-th neighbour detector pair and the direct opposite pair are at the same position. Figure 4.25 shows 
the FOV of the detector pair which is the fourth neighbour of the detector pair in the center of the PEP 
detector. For the two detector pairs which are the fourth r.eighbour of the center detector pair the 
sensivity profiles have been measured. Figure 4.26 shows the result. The measured sensitivity profiles 
are shifted with respect to each other. The shift in Figure 4.26 is approximately 2.0 mm. Two causes 
can be given for the observed shift. First the tube may not be exactly at the position of the central 
axis. The result is a shift of the intersection of the FOV of both detector pairs with the line along 
which the souree is moved, as shown in Figure 4.26. A typical inaccuracy in the position of the 
aluminium tube in the setup is 2.0 mm. A deviation of 2.0 mm out of the center gives rise to an 
absolute shift of the position of the intersections of 1.1 mm, so totally 2.2 mm. Secondly, the 
inaccuracy in the position of the detection elements is typical 2 mm. If one of the four detector 
elements is shifted by 2.0 mm, the position of the maximum shifts 0.8 mm. The shift of the two 
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Figure 4.25: Field of vîew of a direct opposite and fourth neighbour detector pair. 
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Figure 4.26: Measured sensitivity profilefora 22Na-source in an aluminium tube of 25.2 mm fora 
detector pair which consists of the fourth neighbour of the pair in the center of the detector: left 
element ofthe upper row and right element ofthe lower row: open squares; right element ofthe lower 
row and left element of the upper row: open circles. 

measured profiles can be ascribed to the inaccuracies in the setup of the PEP detector. A consequence 
of the shift is that in the reconstruction ( where the counts in both pairs are added up) the position 
resolution will be worse than for a single pair. 
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Position resolution and sensitivity 

Calculation of the position resolution from the two measured profiles in Figure 4.26 leads to two 
different values: 6.5±0.2 mm and 7.5±0.2 mm. The difference can only be ascribed to a geometrical 
effect. 

The position resolution for the fourth neighbour detector pair is much worse than for the center 
detector pair. This decrease can be explained by the difference in FOV of the pairs (see Figure 4.25). 
The width of the FOV of the direct opposite detector pair along the central axis equals the width of 
the detector elements, i.e. 5.1 mm. The width of the FOV of the fourth neighbour detector pair along 
the central axis is much larger, namely 16.4 mm. Another difference between the two pairs is the 
partial shielding by adjacent detection elements for the fourth neighbour detector pairs. 

The sensitivity of the fourth neighbour detector pairs is 2.3±0.2 cps/kBq. This is only 42% of the 
sensitivity of the 'direct opposite' detector pair (see sectionc,-6.2). The decrease in the sensitivity can 
be explained by taken into account two effects. First, the path lenght of the photons through the 
aluminium is larger for the fourth neighbour detector pair, namely 16.7 mm insteadof 12.6 mm. With 
Equation 4.4 the resulting decreasein the sensitivity can be calculated: Nfourr/Ndirecr= exp(-2!1A1(16.7-
12.6)= 0.83. Secondly, the path lenght of the photons in the crystal decreases, what results in a lower 
efficiency. The measured ratio of the sensitivity of the 'fourth neighbour' detector pair to the 
sensitivity of the 'direct' opposite detector pair is 0.5 (see Figure 4.29). The relative sensitivity of the 
'fourth neighbour' detector can now be obtained by multiplying the two factors: 0.83 "Ü.5= 0.4. The 
agreement with the measured sensitivity is evident. 

Contribution of scattered photons 

The contribution of scattered photons to the sensitivity profile is shown in the simulated sensitivity 
profile in Figure 4.27. The scatter con tribution is high, approximately 10% in the center and still 1% 
at 25 mm. The two humps due to scattering in the detector itself can faintly be seen. The position 
resolution determined from the simulated profile equals 5.9±0.1 mm. The difference in the measured 
and simulated position resolution can be explained by consiclering the contribution of scattering in 
matter not taken into account in the simulations, particularly the housings of the photomultipliers. The 
scattering in the housings of the photomultipliers is drawn in Figure 4.28. 

Reconstruction 

In this paragraph the position resolution and sensitivity of the reconstruction including neighbour 
detector pairs is discussed. 

In the present section it has been shown that the position resolution increase with neighbour number 
due to the increase in the FOV with neighbour number. On the other hand the sensitivity decreases 
with neighbour number. Figure 4.29 shows the measured position resolution and measured sensivity 
of a 22Na-source in the perspex sample holder as function of the n1

h neighbour detector pair. In the 
reconstruction of the activity in the center of the PEP detector 1, 3, 5, 7 or 9 detector pairs can be 
used. The inclusion of more neighbour pairs increases the sensitivity, but will worsen the position 
resolution of the detector. Figure 4.30 shows the position resolution as function of the sensitivity. The 
position resolution decreases with number of neighbour detector pairs included. Therefore at the 
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Figure 4.27: Simulated 1ensitivity profile for a point souree in an aluminium tube of 25.2 mm for a 
fourth neighbour detector pair (total: fitled diamonds; scattering: open diamonds). 
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Figure 4.28: Illustration of scattering in the housing of the photomultipliers. The left picture is a view 

from above. The right picture is a view from the left. 

choice of the number of detector pairs used for the reconstruction of the activity prnfile, the resulting 
non-uniformity concerning the position resolution and sensitivity along the catalyst should be taken 

into the considerations. 

Note that if the distance between the two banks is increased the slope of the curve in Figure 4.29 will 
decrease, since the FOV of the neighbour detector pairs becomes narrower. The position resolution of 
the reconstruction including neighbour detector pairs clearly depends on the geometry of the PEP 

detector. 
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Figure 4.29: Measured position resolution and relative sensitivity for a 22Na-source in the perspex 
sample holder as function of the neighbour number. 
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Figure 4.30: Measured position resolution as function of the relative sensitivity (i.e. including more 
neighbour detector pairs in the reconstruction). 

Summary 

In this chapter the performance of the PEP detector has been discussed. The position resolution, 
sensitivity and contribution of scattered photons to the reconstruction bas been discussed. The most 
important conclusions are: 

1) The intrinsic position resolution of the PEP detector is 2.8±0.1 mm, if only direct opposite are used 
for the reconstruction. The position resolution is independent of the scattering in the reactor system 
(up to a scattering level corresponding to an aluminium tube of 25.2 mm). 

2) The intrinsic sensitivity of the PEP detector is 9.4±0.2 cps/kBq. 
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3) The position resolution and sensitivity of the PEP detector in a setup with 11C positrons on silicate 
(p= 0.30 g/cm3

) in a reactor has been calculated with a simulation of the setup. The simulated 
position resolution is 4.04±0.05 mm and the simulated sensitivity is 4.6±0.1 cpslk:Bq. 

4) Suppression of the contribution of scattered photons in bath the detector itself is achieved by setting 
a discriminator threshold of -40 mV and an energy threshold of 0 keV. 

5) Because of the scattering in inserted collimators, collimators can not be used to suppress the total 
scatter contribution. 

6) The number of detector pairs used for the reconstruction influences the position resolution and 
sensitivity. 
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At high count rates the performance of the PEP detector suffers from dead time, pile-up and random 
coincidences. Quantitative knowledge about the performance of the PEP detector at high count rates 
is necessary for the interpretation of measured activity distributions over a catalyst. Therefore the PEP 
detector (d=72 mm, ciosest packing) has been tested at high count rates. In this chapter the results of 
the measurements are presented. In the first section the relationship between the count rates of the 
electranies and the activity of a souree is discussed. In the second section the results of measurements 
of the generated trigger rate in the timing circuit and the reconstruction rate in the energy circuit for 
a point and line souree are presented. A mathematica! model is introduced to predict the generated 
trigger rate and reconstruction rate for an arbitrary geometry of the source. With this model the 
performance of the PEP detector in chemica! experiments can be predicted. 

5.1 Linearity between electrooie count rate and activity 

The expected linear relationship between the activity of a souree and the count rate of the electranies 
has been tested with a line souree of high activity (up to 20 MBq). The results of the measurements 
will be presented. 

At high count rates the re~ponse of the electranies of the PEP detector suffers from dead time and pile
up. The dead time of an electronic device is the time that the device is notready to process an input
signa! because it is busy with processing a preceding input-signal. Two types of dead-time behaviour 
can be distinguished: non-paralyzable response and paralyzable response. Counting devices with non
paralyzable response do not count incoming signals during a time 't after the arrival of the processed 
signal, independent of the arrival of other signals at the input during this period. The measured count 
rate m as function of the rate of incoming signals nis given by [KN089]: 

m = n (5.1) 
1 +n't 

Counting devices with paralyzable response do not count incoming signals during a time 't after the 
arrival of any signal at its input. The measured count rate as function of the rate of incoming signals 
is given by [KN089]: 

m = n e -n• (5.2) 

Pile-up occurs when two subsequent pulses are generated within the resolving time of the analysis 
system. The effective amplitude of the combined pulse (which is the result of partial summation of 
the individual pulses) has an amplitude larger then that of its individual constituents. 

In the case of the PEP detector, the linear relationship between count rate and activity has been 
checked experimentally for the level discriminators and the 'OR' -logic unit (nine discriminators as 
input). A line souree of high activity has been used. The line souree has been obtained by trapping 
a pulse with a 11COiHe mixture in a brass tube (length= 530 mm; inner radius= 2 mm; outer radius= 
4 mm). After 10-15 minutesof diffusion the activity is uniformly distributed over the tube. The middle 
of the tube has been placed in the center of the PEP detector. Up to 150,000 counts per seconde (cps) 
the count rate of each individuallevel discriminator does not show significant deviations ( < 1%) from 
the linear behaviour. Figure 5.1 shows the count rate of the 'OR' -logic unit as function of the activity 
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Figure 5.1: Count rate ofthe 'OR'-fogic unit (nine discriminators as input) asfunction ofthe activity 
of a 530 mm 11C fine source. The dashed fine represents the finear behaviour. 

of a l!C-source. The count rate starts to deviate significantly from the ideal linear behaviour at a rate 
of 750,000 cps. The deviation from the linear relationship is approximately 5% at a count rate of 
1,250,000. Because these count rates are not expected to be reached in chemica! experiments, the dead 
time and pile-up in the timing circuit can be neglected. 

The triggers generated by the timing logic circuit are processed by the bitbox of Phydas (see Chapter 
2). The bitbox bas a non-paralyzable response with a dead time of 400 ns. During 400 ns after an 
incoming trigger no triggers are processed. The relation between the measured trigger rate with the 
bitbox Rmea.v and the generated trigger rate of the timing circuit Rgen is given by: 

R (5.3) 
meas 1 +R 't 

gen 

At the maximum trigger count rate of 131068 (see Chapter 2) the fraction of dead time equals 
131068x400·10-9= 0.052. Therefore the dead time of the bitbox should be included in a discussion 
of the response of the PEP detector at high count rates. 

In the energy circuit pile-up and dead time are important. Figures 5.2.A and 5.2.B show the pile-up 
in the energy signa! of the preamplifier and the energy signa! of the main amplifier. The pile-up in the 
energy signa! of the preamplifier is large and the output never reaches its baseline (R2). The output 
of the main amplifier shows little pile-up. 

The single channel analyzer of the main amplifier bas a paralyzable response. The SCA can distinguish 
two peaks which are separated by 2 f.lS [ORT91]. If two peaks arrive within 2 f.lS, only one SCA pulse 
is fired. The effect of the resolving time on the linearity of the SCA count rate bas been determined 
experimentally. Figure 5.3 shows the measured count rate of the single channel analyzer nr.ll with 
its energy window around the 511 keV photopeak as function of the activity of the 11C line source. 
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Figure 5.2.B: The energy signa/ of the main 
amplifier at a SCA count rate of 70000 cps. 
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Figure 5.3: Measured count rate of the single channel analyzer (nr.ll) as function of the activity of 
a 530 mm 11 C fine souree (sofid fine). The dashed fine represents the ideal finear behaviour. The 
dotted fine represents a fit to the measured data with Equation 5.2. 

The deviation of the linear behaviour is evident. In the modeHing of the reconstruction rate in the 
energy circuit the SCA count rate will be used. Therefore an expression for the SCA count rate as 
function of the activity is desired. The measured SCA count rate has been fitted. Using Equation 5.2 
the following re lation between the measured SCA count rate RscA meas. and the activity of the line souree 
has been found: 
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R . = 5.4·103·A ·e -1.77-!o-'·A 
SCA.mea.\. 

(5.4) 

where 5.4·103 ·A is the count rate of the SCA in the absence of dead time, defined as RscA· The 
exponent obtained with the fit can also be calculated. Analog to Equation 5.2 the following relation 
is used: 

R = R ·e-n-t 
SCA ca/c. SCA 

(5.5) 

where nis the rate of photon detections (with arbitrary energy) and 1: is the resolving time of the SCA, 
2 11s. The rate of photon detections has been obtained with a simulation of the response of the PEP 
detector to the 530 mm line souree with EGS. The 11CO/He line souree has been simulated with a 10 
MBq line souree with a length of 530 mm and a radius of 2 mm. The brass tube has been represented 
by an iron tube with an inner radius of 2 mm and an outer radius of 3 mm. To find the rate of photon 
detections the threshold for detection in EGS has been set to zero. The rate of photon detections in 
detection element nr.ll (outer left in lower bank) was found to be (8.7±0.1)·103·A, so wt= 
1.74·10-2

. The calculatecl value of the product of the rate of photon detections and the resolving time 
of the SCA agrees well'with the exponent in Equation 5.4. 

The SCA count rate depe'nds on the position of the detection element in the bank. The total SCA count 
rate can be approximated with the SCA count rate in the absence of dead time and the ratt:_ of photon 
detections (with arbitrary energy) averaged over all detection elements, defined as RscA and n 
respectively. The total SCA count rate RsCAwr is then given by: 

(5.6) 

From the simulation with EGS the rate of photon detections averaged over the 18 detection elements 
was found to be (7.6±0.1)·103·A. The average SCA count rate in absence of dead time has 
experimentally been found to be (4.5±0.2)·103·A. The expression of the total SCA count rate as 
function of the activity of the line souree then becomes: 

R = (8.1±0.4)·103·e -os±O.t)·w-'·A 
SCA.tot. 

(5.7) 

5.2 Detoriation of the detector performance by random coincidences 

The total generated trigger rate of the timing circuit, Rgen' has two contributions: true coincidences and 
randomly occurring coincidences. Since random coincidences cause incorrect reconstructions in the 
energy circuit, the influence of random coincidences on the performance of the PEP detector is of 
interest. The ratio of the true coincidence rate, Rrrue' and the random coincidence rate, Rrandom' strongly 
depends on the geometry of the souree (Equation 1.17). The random coincidence rate and 
corresponding incorrect reconstruction rate have been determined for two extreme geometries of the 
source: the 530 mm line souree and a point source. The results are presented in the next two sections. 
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5.2.1 Line souree 

In this section the measurements with the 530 mm line souree are discussed. The random coincidence 
rate has been measured in two ways: directly and using the single count rate in one bank. True 
coincidences, random coincidences and threefold coincidences will now be discussed consecutively. 

In order to determine the contribution of the random coincidence rate, the total trigger rate has been 
measured during several half lives of 11C, starting from an activity level corresponding to the 
maximum count rate of the bitbox. Figure 5.4 shows the measured total trigger rate, which is 
composed of both the true and random coincidence rates, as function of the activity of the source. 
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Figure 5.4: Measured tot al trigger rate as function of the activity of a 11 C line souree ( 530 mm). The 
contributions of the true coincidence and random coincidence rat es are drawn. Rrrue has been obtained 
by extrapo/ation of the measured total trigger rate and Rrandom has been obtained from a separate 
measurement. 

The true coincidence rate is proportional to the activity and can be determined by extrapolation of the 
measured curve at low count rates where the dead time of the bitbox and the random coincidence rate 
are negligibly small: Rrrue=(6.8±0.1)·103·A. 

In a separate experiment the random coincidence rate has been measured directly. The output of the 
'OR' -logic unit of the lower bank has been delayed with 381 ns befare feeding into the 'AND' -logic 
unit. The random coincidence rateis then directly obtained from the trigger rate arriving at the bitbox. 
The measured random coincidence ra te using the delay is shown in Figure 5.5. The random 
coincidence rate is expected to be proportional to the square of the activity (Equation 1.15). The 
measured random coincidence rate, however, deviates from the expected quadratic behaviour. The most 
likely explanation for this effect is the generation of multiple pulses in the discriminators as discussed 
in Chapter 3. A delay of 381 ns is not sufficient to exclude all true coincidences from the measured 
trigger rate and to measure the random coincidence rate independently. The measured trigger rate still 
needs to be fitted to a sum of true coincidences from multiple pulses, Rmulr and random coincidences. 
Equation 5.3 should be used: 
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Figure 5.5: Measured random coincidence rate with a delay of 381 ns between the timing signals of 
the two banks as function of the square of the activity. 
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(5.8) 

where A is the activity of the source. The best fit to the measured curve is obtained with Rrandom= 

(3.5±0.1)·102 ·A2 and Rmulr= (2.3±0.1)·102 ·A. The true coincidences from multiple pulses amounts 
approximately 3% of the true coincidence rate in the experiment without the delay between the two 
banks, which corresponds to the measured delay-coincidence curves in Chapter 3. 

The random coincidence rate measured with a delay has two contributions: A) a contribution 
containing two random pboton detections, defined as a fraction Franrrig of the random coincidence rate 
measured with a delay; B) a contribution containing one pboton detection from a true coincidence of 
annihilation photons coïncident with a third random coincidence. 

The results of the experiment in the previous paragraph can be used to interpret the experimental 
results shown in Figure 5.4. When the total generated trigger rate without delay is considered, only 
contribution A of the separately measured random coincidence rate provides additional triggers. 
Therefore the total generated trigger rate (without delay) is given by: 

R = R + F . ·R 
Ren trne ran.tnK. random 

(5.9) 

where Franrrig is a factor smaller than one. If this relation is substituted in the general expression for 
the measured trigger rate, F,anrrig ·Rnmdom can be determined from a fit of the measured total trigger rate 
in Figure 5.4 with Equation 5.3: 
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R = 
meas _1_+_4_0_0-·1_0 __ :::-9 ·-(R--+-F--. -.R---) 

true ran.trlg. random 

R +F . ·R 
true ran.mg. random (5.10) 

Tbe best fit occurs for Franrrig -Rrandom=(2.6±0.1)·10
2 ·A2

• Witb tbis fit and tbe measured random 
coincidence rate tbe value of Fran.rri~r. can be calculated: Fran.rrig.= 0.74±0.05. 

Tbe random coincidence rate can also be calculated by a second, independent measurement of tbe 
number of pboton detections in one bank, defined as tbe single count rate R,;ngte (Equation 1.15). Tbe 
single count rate of tbe PEP detector can be derived from tbe count rate of tbe 'OR' -logic unit, shown 
in Figure 5.1, and was found to be (5.7±0.2)·104 ·A. The random coincidence rate can tben be 
calculated by: 

R = 2tR 2 

random smxle 
(5.11) 

wbere 't is tbe coincidençe time window, wbicb equals tbe sum of tbe widths of tbe pulses from tbe 
'OR' logic units. Due · to tbe generation of multiple pulses tbe coincidence time window is 
approximately 10% larger tban tbe sum of tbe widtbs of the two pulses from the logic unit. Tbe 
random coincidence rate -was found to be (3.6±0.2)·102 ·A2

. Tbe random coincidence rate calculated 
from tbe single count rates in one bank and tbe measured random coincidence rate (with delay) agree 
witbin tbe error bars. If we want to calculate tbe contribution of tbe random coincidence rate to tbe 
total generated trigger rate from tbe measurement of tbe single count rates, Frcmrri~r needs to be 
calculated. Tbe rate of detected annibilation pbotons in one bank witb tbe condition tbat tbe otber 
pboton of the pair is not detected, defined as R1 phoron• is given by: 

R = R -R 1 photon sinxle true 
(5.12) 

The random coincidence rate with two random pbotons (contribution A on p.38), defined as R2r tben 
equals: 

R = 2t(R . -R )2 = F . ·R 
2r smxle true ran.trlg. random 

(5.13) 

Using tbe measured single count rate, R,;ngte=(5.7±0.2)·104 ·A, and the measured true coincidence rate, 
Rrrue= (6.8±0.1)·103 ·A, R 2, can be calculated and was found to be (2.8±0.2)·102 ·A2

• This calculated 
value of Fran.rrig. ·R,andom agrees with tbe value of Fran.rrig. -Rrandom obtained from tbe experiment witb a 
delay between the two detector banks. 

Summarizing, tbe random coincidence rate can be calculated from tbe measurement of tbe single count 
rate. Tbe contributions of the random coincidence rate to tbe measured total trigger rate can be 
calculated from tbe single count rate in one bank and the true coincidence rate. 

Tbe signal to noise ratio of tbe true measured coincidence rate and tbe random coincidence rate for 
a 530 mm line souree can be determined using Equation 1.16 and was found to be: 

Tbis ratio sets an upper limit to tbe ratio of tbe correct reconstructions (true coincidences) and the sum 
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=---
Rtrue 1.3·105 

(5.14) 
R R random true 

of incorrect (random coincidences) and non-valid (threefold coincidences) reconstructions. Due to the 
characteristics of the energy circuit the signal to noise ratio can further decrease. This is discussed in 
the next paragraph. 

Reconstruction count rate for a line souree 

The energy circuit and the data acquisition system provide the reconstruction of the coïncident 
detection. In this paragraph the relationship between the activity of a souree and the total number of 
reconstructions, defined as the reconstruction rate R,econ• is discussed. The reconstruction rate with the 
530 mm line souree will now be discussed. To understand the behaviour of the reconstruction rate as 
function of the activity the reconstruction rate has also been calculated. 

The reconstruction rate has been measured as function of the activity of the 530 mm line souree and 
the result is presented in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Measured reconstruction rate as function of the activity of a 11C line souree with a length 
of 530 mm ( solid line ). The dashed line represents the iJeal linear behaviour. The dashed-dotted line 
represents the valid reconstruction rate. 

The measured curve follows the linear behaviour quite well. The true reconstruction rate Rrr.recon is 
defined as the rate of true coincidences with the detected energy of bath photons falling in the energy 
window of the SCA's (i.e. 511 keV photopeak). The true reconstruction rate can be obtained from an 
extrapolation of the measured reconstruction rate in Figure 5.6 from low count rates and was found 
to be (3.7±0.1)·103·A. Fora good understanding of the behaviour of the measured reconstructed rate 
the expected behaviour has also been calculated. The calculated behaviour can then be compared with 
the measured behaviour. 
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Tbe most important factor in tbe energy circuit wbicb determines tbe number of valid reconstructions 
is tbe widtb of tbe SCA output pulse, i.e. 500 ns. Tbe probability tbat an SCA pulse of a tbird pboton 
detection occurs during tbe reading of tbe bitword in tbe bitbox (a tbreefold coincidence) is relatively 
large and this produces many events with 3 bits set. The second factor, which decreases the number 
of valid reconstructions is tbe dead time of tbe SCA. Wben a random pboton is detected in one of tbe 
two detection elements, in wbich the true coincidence was detected, witbin 2 f.IS from tbe detection of 
tbe pboton of the true coincidence, tbe SCA does not produce an output pulse. The probabilities for 
botb effects will now be calculated. 

Tbe probability tbat a 511 ke V pboton detection of tbe coincidence is not recognized by tbe SCA, 
P(no SCA), is determinded by tbe dead time, wbicb bas already been discussed in tbe previous section: 

P(no SCA) = l-e -m: (5.15) 

Tbe probability for the occurrence of tbreefold coincidences can be calculated by evaluating the 
probability, P( 3 SCA), that a third SCA fires a pulse witbin a time interval from 250 ns before until 
250 ns after tbe true coin'cidence. Tbe probability tbat within 250 ns another SCA pulse is fired, P(250 
ns), is determined by Poisson statistics and is given by [KN089]: . 

-(R -R )·250·10-• P(250 ns) = 1-e se•'"' su.". 
(5.16) 

wbere RscAror is tbe total measured single cbannel analyzer count rate of all detection elements, given 
by tbe general expression in Equation 5.6 and for tbe 530 mm line souree by Equation 5.7. RscA.rr is 
tbe rate of single cbannel analyzer pulses corresponding to true reconstructions, given by: 

R = R e -m: 
SCA.tr. tr.recon. 

(5.17) 

Wben tbe probability tbat both in tbe time interval 250 ns before and in the time interval 250 ns after 
a true coincidence a SCA pulse is fired is negligibly small, the probability that in tbe 500 ns centered 
around tbe arrival of tbe trigger at the bitbox a SCA pulse is fired, is finally given by: 

-(R -R )·250·10-• P(3 SCA) "" 2P(250 ns) = 2·(1-e se."" se." · ) (5.18) 

The valid reconstruction rate Rval.remn is defined as tbe true reconstruction rate witb tbe two bits of tbe 
detection elements corresponding to tbe coïncident detection set and no other bits set. Tbe valid 
reconstruction rate can be calculated by taken into account tbe two factors described above and tbe 
dead time of tbe bitbox and is given by: 

R = R · (l-P(3 SCA))· (1-P(no SCA))2• ____ _ 
vat.recon tr.recon l +400 ·1 o-9 ·R 

(5.19) 

where Rrr.recon 

P(3 SCA) 
P(no SCA) 

!i en 

true reconstruction rate 
probability for a tbird SCA signa! coïncident wit!1 tbe trigger 
probability tbat a SCA signa! is lost 
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Equation 5.19 is plotted in Figure 5.6. The deviation of the valid reconstruction rate from the measured 
reconstruction rate is evident. The difference can be explained by estimating the other contributions 
to the reconstruction rate (triggers with 2 bits in the bitword). These contributions are: 

1. Random reconstructions with both SCA pulses generated and no third (random) SCA signal 
coïncident with the trigger at the bitbox. 

2. True and random reconstructions with only one SCA pulse generated and a third (random) 
SCA signal coïncident with the trigger at the bitbox. 

3. Triggers (random and true) with one detection in the energy window of the SCA, which also 
generates a pulse, and the other detection below the energy window, and a third (random) 
SCA signal coïncident with the trigger at the bitbox. 

The contributions R,econ; (i= 1 ,2,3) can be calculated analog to the calculation of the valid reconstruction 
rate: 

1 
R,econi = F ·R ·(1-P(3 SCA))·(l-P(no SCA)?·---.".....--

ran.recon ran.recon 1 +400·1Q-9•R 
' gen 

Rrecon.2 
= (R +F ·R )·P(3 SCA)·(l-P(no SCA))·P(no SCA)·2· ___ I~-

tr.recon rgn.recon ran.recon 1 +400·1 o-9 ·R 
gen 

Rrecon.3 
= (R -R -F ·R )·P(3 SCA)·(l-P(no SCA))· 1 

gen tr.recon ran.recon ran.recon _1_+_4_0_0-·1-0--9::-.R--
gen 

(5.20) 

where R,an.recon is the random reconstruction rate. Fran.recon is the fraction of random coincidences 
consisting of two randomly detected photons, analog to Franrri/(. discussed in the previous paragraphs. 
The random reconstruction rate can not be determined experimentally, but needs to be calculated with 
a simulation of the response of the PEP detector to the 530 mm line souree with EGS. The threshold 
energy for detection has been set to 360 keV. From the single count rate in each bank and the true 
coincidence rate the random coincidence rate and correction factor have been calculated: Rran.recon= 

200xA2 and Franrecon= 0.77. Figure 5.7 shows the cumulated rate of the calculated contributions to the 
reconstruction rate. The modelled reconstruction rate deviates approximately 12% from the measured 
reconstruction rate at the maximum activity in the measurement. The ratio of non-valid to valid 
reconstructions rapidly increases with the activity of the line source. This ratio is considerably worse 
than the calculated ratio of the true to random coincidence rate in Equation 5.14. For an extended line 
source, such as the 530 mm line source, the activity level should be kept below 1.5 MBq in order to 
have a reliable reconstructed activity profile. 

5.2.2. Point souree 

In this section the response of the PEP detector to a point souree of high activity in the center of the 
PEP detector is discussed. Analog to the presentation of the measurements with the line souree in the 
previous section, the generated trigger rate and reconstruction rate are discussed. 

A 11C point souree has been created using a quartz tube (inner radius= 2 mm; outer radius= 4 mm) 
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Figure 5.7: The calculated reconstruction rate as ajunetion ofthe activity ofthe 530 mm fine source. 
All calculated contributions are shown (numbering as in Equation 5.20). 

with a bed of 13-X zeolite (length= 3 mm), and is placed in the center of the PEP detector. A pulse 
of uCOzfHe is injected in the tube and the uC02 is absorbed on the zeolite bed. The exact distribution 
of the activity on the zeolite bed is unknown, but most of the 11C02 is expected to be absorbed on the 
front of the zeolite bed. After the absorption of the activity the flow through the 
tube was stopped. 

Random coincidences in the timing circuit 

The random coincidence rate for this setup has been determined in the same way as for the line source. 
The timing signals of the lower bank are delayed with 381 ns to measure the resulting random 
coincidence rate. The contribution of true coincidences due to multiple pulses is determined from a 
fit to the measured curve (see Equation 5.8). The random coincidence rate was found to be 
(4.2±0.3)·103xA2

• Using this relation the contribution of the random coincidence rate to the total 
generated trigger rate (no delay) can be determined from the measured total trigger rate (Equation 
5.10). Figure 5.8 shows the measured total trigger rate as function of the activity of the point source. 

The true coincidence rate is proportional to the activity and can be determined by extrapolation of the 
measured total trigger rate from low count rates where the dead time of the bitbox and the random 
coincidences are negligibly small: Rrrue= (11±1)·104xA. The contribution of the random coincidence 
rate <Franrrig) can now be calculated by fitting the measured total trigger rate with Equation 5.10. For 
Franrrig a value of 0.20±0.02 was found. Note that for a point souree Fran.rrig is much smaller than for 
a 530 mm line source. 

The signa! to noise ratio of true to random coincidences can be given for a point souree in the center 
of the PEP detector: 
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Figure 5.8: Measured to,tal trigger rate in the timing circuit as function of the activity of a point 
souree in the center of the PEP detector. The true and random coincidence rate are drawn. 

R meas. true (5.21) 
Rrandom Rmeas. true 

The SNR for a point souree in the center of the detector approximately is 22 times larger than the 
SNR for a 530 mm line source. 

With a simulation of the response of the detector to a point souree with EGS the random coincidence 
rate and the fraction of the random coincidence rate contributing to the total generated trigger rate 
Franrrig has been calculated. The souree is simulated as a 1 MBq point souree in the center of the 
detector. The threshold for detection is set to 180 keV, conesponding to the -25 mV threshold of the 
discriminator. The output is the single and true coincidence rate. The random coincidence rate can then 
be calculated with Equation 5 .11. Due to the generation of multiple pulses the coincidence time 
window is approximately 10% larger than the sum of the widths of the two pulses from the logic unit. 
The random coincidence rate was found to be (4.8±0.2)·103 ·A2

. The deviation from the measured 
random coincidence rate originates in the calibration of the activity. The fraction of random 
coincidences contributing to the total generated trigger rate Fran.rrig can he calculated from the single 
and true coincidence rate using Equation 5.13. The result is F1r= 0.20±0.03. This value agrees with the 
measured value. 

For two extreme geometries of the souree it has been proven possible to calculate the random 
coincidence rate and the fraction of random coincidences consisting of two randomly occurring pboton 
detections to the measured total trigger rate by using the single count rate in one bank and the true 
coincidence count rate. Both the single count rate and the true coincidence count rate can be 
determined for a particular geometry of the souree with a simulation of the response of the PEP 
detector with EGS. The random coincidence rate and its contribution to the total trigger rate canthen 
be calculated. 
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Reconstruction count rate for a point souree 

From the same measurement of the total generated trigger rate (without delay) the total reeonstruetion 
rate has been ealculated. Figure 5.9 shows the result. 
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Figure 5.9: Measured reconstruction rate as function of the activity of a point souree in the center 
of the PEP detector. The linear behaviour and the calculated valid reconstruction rate are drawn. 

Analog to the preeeding seetion the valid reeonstruetion rate ean be ealculated (Equation 5 .19) and is 
shown in Figure 5.9. Clearly the eontribution of non-valid reeonstruetions to the profile, shown in 
Figure 5.10, is mueh smallerfora point souree than fora 530 mm line souree. 
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Figure 5.10: The calculated contributions of the measured reconstruction rate for a 11 C point souree 
in the center of the PEP detector (Equation 5.19 and 5.20). 

The appearanee of non-valid reeonstruetions is obvious in the reeonstrueted aetivity profile ofthe point 
souree. For two aetivities of the point souree the measured distribution of aetivity is shown in Figure 
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Figure 5.11: Measured response ofthe PEP detector at two activities ofthe point souree in the middle 
ofthe PEP detector. Dashed line: A=0.75 MBq; Dotted fine: A=O.JO MBq. 

5.11. The contribution of random coincidences to the reconstructed activity profile can be seen as a 
higher tail of the peak at higher activity. The tail at A= 0.10 MBq originates from scattering in the 
quartz tube. 

5.2.3 Souree in a catalyst reactor 

In the preceding two subsections it has been proven that the response of the PEP detector to a known 
activity distribution can be predicted quite accurately if all contributions to the total generated trigger 
rate and total reconstruction rate are calculated. The response of the PEP detector in an experiment 
with a catalyst in a reactor will be estimated with simulations with EGS. 

In experiments with a catalyst in a reactor the activity will be absorbed on the catalyst. The length of 
the catalyst approximately equals the length of the detector. The distribution of activity along the 
catalyst can be estimated in a first order with a souree of length of the catalyst. The random 
coincidence rate and reconstruction rate in an experiment with a catalyst in a reactor can then be 
calculated with a simulation of the response of the PEP detector in EGS. The reactor has been 
simulated with the scheme shown in Figure 4.10. The threshold for the simulation of the random 
coincidence rate has been set to 180 ke V, corresponding to the threshold of the discriminators in the 
timing circuit of -25 mV. The threshold for the simulation ofthe reconstructed rate has been set to 360 
keV, corresponding to the energy window of the SCA's. The souree has been simulated with a 10 
MBq line souree in the catalyst with a lengthof 60 mm. Figure 5.12 shows the simu1ated total trigger 
rate as function of the activity of the source. Both the simulated true coincidence rate and the 
simulated random coincidence rate are shown. At the maximum count rate of the detector the random 
coincidence rate is 8% of the true coincidence rate. For a 60 mm line souree in a catalyst reactor the 
ratio between the true coincidences and the random coincidences is given by: 
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Figure 5.12: Simulated trigger rate as function of the activity of a 60 mm line souree in a catalyst 
reactor. The simulated true and random coincidence rate are drawn. 

SNR 
Rtrue 

Rrandom 

6.2·105 

R true 

(5.22) 

This ratio is 4.8 times larger than the SNR for the 530 mm line source. Compared to the SNR for a 
point souree the signal to noise ratio is 4.8 times smaller. 

Figure 5.13 shows the simulated reconstruction rate, built up from all calculated contributions 
(Equation 19 and 20). 
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Figure 5.13: Simulated reconstruction rate as function of the activity of a 60 mm line souree in a 
catalyst reactor. All calculated contributions are shown (numbering as in Equation 5.20). 
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The activity level where the deviation of the valid reconstruction rate from the total simulated 
reconstruction rate is 10%, gives a good indication of the performance of the detector. This point is 
reached at 0.6 MBq. This point corresponds in Figure 5.12 with a tota1 simulated trigger rate of 
approximately 30·103 cps. This total trigger rate is a realistic value to he reached in chemica! 
experiments. For a more accuratr reconstruction of the activity profile on the cata1yst, the ratio of va1id 
and tota1 simulated reconstruction rate should he improved. The most important contrihution to the 
simulated rate is from generated triggers which correspond to a coïncident detection with only one 
pboton detected in the 511 ke V photopeak. This contri hution may he reduced hy setting a higher 
threshold in the discriminators of the timing circuit. Si nee a threshold of -40 m V approximately 
corresponds to an energy threshold of 360 keV, the photons of all generated triggers will he detected 
in the energy window and contrihution nr.3 in Equation 5.20 vanishes. 
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6. Conclusions and recommendations 

In the previous chapters the measurements and simulations descrihing the performance of the PEP 
detector have been presented. In this chapter the conclusions of the preceding chapters are summarized 
and recommendations for impravement of the performance of the PEP detector are given. 

6.1 Conclusions 

Tuning of the timing circuit of the PEP detector: 

• The time resolution equals 19± 1 ns at a discriminator threshold of -10 m V and increases to 25±3 
ns at a discriminator threshold of -40 mV. 

• Due to the correlation of the timing and energy signals of the preamplifiers the discriminator 
threshold can be varied from -10 m V to -40 m V without loss of sensitivity. 

• For a good signal to noise ratio of true to random coincidences the pulse width of the logica! pulses 
in the timing circuit should be in the range of 30-50 ns. 

The position resolution and sensitivity of the PEP detector: 

• 
• The intrinsic (i.e. in absence of catalyst reactor) position resolution of the detector equals 2.8±0.1 

mm. 
• The position resolution of the reconstruction of the origin of the emission of the 11C-positron on a 

zeolite bed in a catalyst reactor has been obtained with a simulation in EGS. The position resolution 
tumed out to be 4.04±0.05 mm. 

• If all detector pairs are used for the reconstruction, the position resolution decreases. Scattering in 
the housing of the photomultipliers, inaccuracies in the positioning of the detection elements and 
the finite radius of the catalyst tube are three factors which lead to a further decrease of the position 
resolution if all detector pairs are used. For a souree in air the position resolution decreases from 
2.8±0.1 mm to 4.2±0.2 mm. 

• The intrinsic (i.e in the absence of the catalyst reactor) sensitivity of a direct opposite detector pair 
in the PEP detector is 9.4±0.2 cps/kBq. 

• The sensitivity of the PEP detector in a setup with a catalyst reactor has been simulated. The 
sensitivity of a direct opposite detector pair of the PEP detector for annihilation photons of "C
positrons, emitted in silicate, coming out of the catalyst reactor is 4.6 cps/kBq. 

The contribution of scattered photons to the reconstruction: 

• The contribution of photons scattered in the catalyst reactor has been measured and simulated. For 
a 50 mm line souree in a catalyst reactor the contribution of scattered photons to the reconstructed 
profile can be as high as 35% of the correct reconstructed coincidences. The scattering of these 
photons occurs bath in the catalyst reactor as in the detector itself. The scattering does not influence 
the position resolution. However the large contribution of scattered photons makes an accurate 
calibration of the measured activity profiles difficult. 

• The contribution of scattered photons to the reconstruction profile can be suppressed in two ways. 
First, the threshold energy for detection can be increased. Bath the scattering in the detector as the 
scattering in the catalyst reactor are then suppressed. However the sensitivity drastically decreases. 
Secondly, the scattering in the detector can be suppressed by setting a high threshold in the timing 
circuit and a zero threshold in the energy circuit. 
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Performance at high count rates: 

• For measurements with a 530 mm line souree and a point souree both the behaviour of the total 
trigger rate and the behaviour of the reconstruction rate have been modelled. With this model and 
simulations of the response of the PEP detector with EGS, the ratio of valid reconstructions and 
measured total reconstruction rate can be calculated for an arbitrary geometry of the source. U sing 
a 60 mm line souree as an approximation for the distribution of the activity on the catalyst the 
random coincidence rate and valid reconstruction rate have been calculated with this model: 

Fora 60 mm line souree in a catalyst reactor the random coincidence rateis approximately 8% 
of the true coincidence rate at the maximum count rate of the PEP detector. 
The reconstruction rate is strongly determined by the properties of the single channel analyzer, 
i.e. the pulse width of 500 ns and the peak resolving time of 2 f.lS, and the threshold of the 
discriminators. Fora 60 mm line souree in a catalyst reactor at a total measured trigger rate of 
30·103 cps, the rate of non-valid reconstructions is 10% of the total measured reconstructions. 

Comparison with commercial PET camera's 

The PET camera used by Vonkeman [VON91] bas an intrinsic position resolution of approximately 
8 mm (for a 22Na-source) and an intrinsic sensitivity of 0.31 cps/kBq. The PEP detector, built 
especially for catalyst reséarch, bas a significant better position resolution, 2.8±0.1 mm, and sensitivity, 
9.4±0.2 cps/kBq. Since commercial PET camera's do not use a separate energy circuit and typically 
have a coincidence time window of I 0 ns, the performance of these camera's is much better at high 
count rates 

General condusion 

The positron-emission profiling detector works and can be used in catalyst research. The response of 
the detector is well understood. The first chemica! experiments with the PEP detector have been 
carried out. Figure 6.1 shows the measured distribution of activity after the injection of a pulse of 11CO 
in a tube filled with platina catalyst and a tube filled without a catalyst, namely glass beads. 
Absorption of 11CO is absent in the experiment with glass beads. The time that the activity stays in 
the tube is determined by the flow rate. Approximately 25 s after the injection the pulse has left the 
tube. The measured distribution drastically changes with a catalyst in the tube. The activity is absorbed 
on the catalyst and leaves the tube after approximately 250 s. 

6.2 Recommendations 

To improve the performance of the PEP detector the follovling options are given: 

• The most important point of attention should be the large contribution of non-valid reconstructions 
to the reconstruction rate. One of the most important contributions is the rate of measured triggers 
corresponding to coïncident detections with only one pboton detected in the 511 ke V photopeak. 
Since the height of the energy and timing signals of the preamplifier are correlated and the 
discriminator threshold can be increased to -40 mV withoutlossof sensitivity, the threshold of the 
discriminator should be set to this level to reduce the generated trigger rate in the timing circuit and 
consequently the non-valid reconstruction rate. 
Further an increase of the distance between the two detector banks may improve the ratio of va1id 
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Figure 6.1: The measured distri bution of activity aft er the injection of a putse of 11 CO in a tube fitled 
with gtass beads ( left graph), and in a reactor with a platina catalyst at 130°C ( right graph). The flow 
rat es and the activity of the 11 CO putse we re approximatety the same in both experiments. 

to total measured reconstructions. Simulations with a larger distance between the two detector banks 
are necessary. 

• In order to make an on-line estimation of the con tribution of non-valid reconstructions in a chemica! 
experiment, the single count rate in one bank R,·;ngle (logic unit) and the total trigger count rate of 
the timing circuit Rmea., (trigger at the bitbox) can be measured parallel to the experiment. The true 
coincidence rate Rrrue can then be calculated from: 

Rmeas 

R gen 
R +2't(R . -R )2 

true smgle true 

1 +'tR 
gen 1 +400·10-9 ·(R +2't(R . -R ?) 

true .vmgle true 

where Rrrue is the only unknown parameter. This means that for every reconstructed activity profile 
the ratio of true to random coincidences can be calculated. This ratio gives a good indication of the 
contribution of non-valid reconstructions to the total reconstructed rate. 
Also the absolute non-valid reconstruction rate may be calculated on-line. For the calculation of the 
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non-valid reconstruction rate the values of the following count rates are required: 

I. The count rate of the single channel analyzers averaged over all detection elements RscA meas 

2. True reconstruction rate Rrr.recon 

3. Random reconstruction ute Rran recon 

4. Photon detection rate (arbitrary energy) averaged over the detection elements iï 

The SCA count rate of one ( or _more) detection elements can be measured parallel to the chemica! 
experiment and directly gives RscA,meas (required count rate nr.l ). The photon detection rate can be 
estimated from the measured SCA count rate. The ratio of the rate of photon detections at arbitrary 
energy to the rate of photon detections above a threshold of 360 ke V, defined as x, is approximately 
constant and can be calculated with EGS. Then the rate of photon detections in the chemica! 
experiment (required count rate nr.4) can be given by: 

iï = x·R e iî·Ho_" 
SCA,mea.1·. 

Finally, the true and .random reconstruction rate can indirectly be derived. The present data
acquisition software provides the number of triggers with more than two bits set in the bitword, 
defined as Rrhree· Rrhree is given by: 

• 
-(18·R -R J·250·IO"' -2 10..., 2 1 

Rtl•ree = (R +F·R )·2~1-e I<A.w .... ".",.. • )"(1-e -n-. ) ··-----
tr.recon rcm.recon I +400 ·1 o-9 ·R 

~en 

Only ( Rrrrecon + F ·Rran recon) is unknown and can be calculated. The ratio of true to random 
reconstructions approximately equals the ratio of true to random coincidences, which has already 
been determined from the single count rate in one bank and the measured total trigger rate. 
Therefore the individual values of the random and true reconstruction rate can both be calculated 
(reuquired count rate nr.2 and 3). 

All required count rates for the calculation of the ratio of valid to non-valid reconstructions are now 
known. If the measurement of the SCA count rate and single count rate in one bank is implemented 
in the existing data-acquisition software, the contributions of valid and non-valid reconstructions 
to the acthty profile can be calculated on-line. However, before applying this calculation m 
chemica! experiments the limitations of the introduced model should first carefully be studied. 

• Also the contribution of scattered photons to the reconstructed activity profile should be considered: 

- The proposed reduction of the contribution of scattered photons to the reconstructed activity 
profile by setting a zero threshold energy will drastically increase the total rate of single channel 
analyzer pulses. Consequently the ratio of the valid reconstruction rate to the measured 
reconstruction rate will drastically decrease. Therefore with the present energy circuit this proposal 
can not be used to reduce the contribution of scattered photons to the reconstructed activity profile. 
- A setting of an higher threshold in the energy circuit decreases the sensitivity of the detector. 
Apart from this, the difference between the number of triggers corresponding to a coïncident 
detection with only one photon detected in the energy window and the number of valid 
reconstructions drastically increases. This difference was proven to be one of the most important 
contributions to the non-valid reconstruction rate. At high count rates this option can not be used. 
- The use of collimators in the present setup, i.e. a width of 57 mm, seems only to increase the 
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detection of scattered photons instead of to reduce the detection of scattered photons. 
- An increase of the distance between the two detector banks to reduce the con tribution of scattered 
photons should carefully be considered. 
- The contribution of scattered photons during the chemical experiment strongly depends on the 
geometry of the detector and reactor, and should be calculated afterwards with EGS. 
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